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Bowling Green, Ohio

Vogt resigns position to teach
byJaredO.Wadley

staff reporter
Karl Vogt, University vice president
for operations since 1983, announced
Tuesday he will leave his post to teach
full-time in the College of Business Administration.
Vogt, whose resignation is effective
June 30, said the "operations (area) is in
Bood shape," and he can better serve the
niversity by teaching in the management department.
University President Paul Olscamp
said he will appoint a committee soon to
conduct a national search for Vogt's successor.
According to Vogt, his experience as
an administrator will aid him as a teacher.

"Twenty years of administrative experience has
equipped me in management, and I can make a
favorable contribution to teaching. "
-Karl Vogt
"Twenty years of administrative experience has equipped me in management,
and I can make a favorable contribution
to teaching," Vogt said. "It has been a
rewarding experience with professional
growth.
"But I can have more fun working with
College of Business Administration students, whether they are undergraduates
or graduates."
Vogt said some of the goals he has accomplished were making the working
environment satisfactory and improving

employee morale.
Although he will cherish the times
working with Olscamp, Vogt said he is
eager to rejoin his colleagues and students in the College of Business Administration.
Vogt served as dean of the College of
Business Administration from 1968 to
1982. He was appointed acting vice president for academic affairs for one year
before assuming his position as vice
president of operations.
"I can't teach a hefty load and give my

attention (to vice president of operations
duties) as the job dictates," he said.
Vogt was appointed by Olscamp as a
counselor to the president next year for
input on several important issues such as
developing faculty relations and technical funding for special projects.
Olscamp said he did this because Phil
Mason, executive assistant to the president, has a busy schedule with other administrative duties.
"I need a person to call on campus for
advice. I trust him, and I have confidence in him," Olscamp said. "I like him
very much as a personal friend, and I am
looking forward to frequent personal
contact."
Olscamp also said he will recommend
to the Board of Trustees that Vogt be
named Distinguished Trustee Professor.

Karl Vogt

Celeste sees
competition
in education
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter
Ohio faces the challenge of
improving its education
system in order for it to be
competitive in the future, according to Governor Richard
Celeste.
Celeste received an honorary doctorate of public administration degree from the
University at the Faculty
Senate's 25th anniversary
celebration Tuesday in the
Gish Film Theatre.
He then spoke on the importance of improving Ohio's
higher education curriculum.
"When we think about the
future of education in Ohio, it
matters what road we take.
There is a tremendous impact
of global competition,"
Celeste said. "It is having a
remarkable impact. This global competition is not just industrial it is educational as
well."
The United States ranked
poorly in a world-wide biology test, he said. American
senior high school students
ranked 16 of 17 countries in
the standardized test.
"We have to prepare young

people for the next millennium. America is running out
of qualified people for the
work force," Celeste said.
Celeste challenged faculty
members to help in the task of
educating young people and
to help them create an attitude of cooperation and build
on the best that is in the individual.
He said Ohio's education
system has already made a
significant advancement in
the hiring of college preparatory requirements at the high
school level.
"We added a year of math
and science and reinstated
the foreign language requirement. Since then we
have seen a 135 percent increase of students receiving
unconditional admittance
into universities and colleges," he said.
Celeste made a prediction
of the future of America's education system.
"America's education
system will not succeed unless it strives to make a quality education system. The education system needs restructuring. The cost of not doing so will be the steady erasure of where we are going."

Governor Richard F. Celeste addresses the Faculty Senate as part of
the Senate's 25th Anniversary Celebration yesterday afternoon in the

BG News/Rob Upton
Gish Film Theater. Celeste stressed the importance of quality higher
education in the United States if it is to stay competitive in the future.

Two executed in Fla., La. Invalid ID cards
STARKE, Fla. (AP) - The
U.S. Supreme Court early Tuesday refused to halt the execution
at dawn of convicted killer Willie Jasper Darden, who survived
an unprecedented six death
warrants and became an international cause celebrity.
Darden, who has maintained
his innocence in the 1973 slaying
of a Lakeland businessman during a robbery, was scheduled to
die in the electric chair at 7 a.m.
Tuesday at Florida State Prison
near this north Florida town.
The high court, in a 6-3 vote,
denied a stay, as did a federal
appeals court in Atlanta, a federal judge in Tampa and Florida's Supreme Court earlier in
the day.
Darden, 54, was convicted of
fatally shooting Lakeland businessman James Turman while
robbing his wife of $15 in September 1973.
"I was not guilty for the
charge for which I was arrested

and this morning I tell you I am
not guilty of the charge for
which I am about to be executed," Darden said in a final
statement to 30 witnesses in the
death chamber.
Darden winked and nodded at
one of his attorneys just before
the hood was put over his head,
and was declared dead at 7:12
a.m. after 2,000 volts of electricity flowed through his body for
two minutes.
Earlier Tuesday, Wayne
Robert Felde was executed in
Louisiana's electric chair for the
1978 murder of a policeman. Felde. who had pleaded with a jury
to impose the death penalty to
keep him from killing again,
was executed in the electric
chair early Tuesday for the 1978
slaving of a rookie policeman.
Felde, 38, went to his death at
12:14 a.m. after the U.S. Supreme Court on Monday refused
in a 7-2 vote to stay the execution.

Wednesday
DGall Bossert Klink. Ohio's Teacherin Space candidate, spoke Tuesday in
Kobacker Hall about her experience with
Challenger crew member Christa McAullffe. see story page 3.
OA University non-traditional student
is vying for the Henry County Commissioner seat see story page 4.
CIThe Falcons' women's basketball
team is in Philadelphia, Pa., preparing
for its NCAA tournament game against
St. Joseph's, see story page 8.

————

.

Overcrowded death row
may mean new facilities
(AP) — Twenty-five years after the last execution In Ohio,
correction officials are contemplating opening a new wing of
death row cells to accommodate the growing number of Ohio
prisoners waiting to die, an official said Tuesday.
Donald RetaboR, 29, who robbed and fatally shot a 6>yearold man in a grocery store on the west side of Columbus, was
strapped into the electric chair and executed 29 yean ago
Tuesday. He was Jhe last person put to death under Ohio's old
death penalty law; 75 men and one woman are awaiting executloB under anew law pasted by 1981.
Robert Proaaer, spokesman for the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, said that under state law,
prisoners on death row must be housed In one-person cells se(d from the rest of the inmate population. Bat the wing
ithe condemned prisoners at the Southern Ohio CorrecPacility at Lucasville holds only 80 people, he said.
D See Cells, page*.

will be replaced
by Beth Church
staff reporter
An unknown number of University student identification
cards issued at the beginning of
spring semester are invalid, according to the Office of Registration and Records.
Brenda Sattler, clerical supervisor of the registration office, said students who are
having problems checking books
out of Jerome Library, cashing
checks at the University Union,
or using the Student Recreation
Center or Health Center facilities could have an invalid student ID.
"The IDs are missing the
BGSU' symbol that runs down
alongside of the picture," she
said.
She said the problem was first

noticed when several University
offices began questioning the validity of certain IDs. The error
was then discovered to be the
result of a missing security plate
in the camera.
"It had broken earlier in the
year, and when it was returned
after being fixed, no one noticed
that the plate wasn't there,"
Sattler said.
To remedy the situation, Sattler said the University notified
about 500 students who had photos taken for IDs during midJanuary. At no cost to students,
photos will be retaken at the
Photo ID Center in Moseley Hall
until March 30. After this time,
however, she said the usual $2.50
fee for a replacement ID will be
charged.
According to Sattler, very few
of the students contacted have
responded.

News in brief
Rnch
taWoc Illinrticuua
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CHICAGO (AP) — George Bush won a ringing
victory Tuesday in the Illinois primary, but Sen.
Bob- Dole vowed, "we're staying in the race" for
the Republican presidential nomination. Sen. Paul
Simon led Jesse Jackson in the battle between
Democratic favorite sons,
In the separate contest for convention delegates,
Bush hoped to pad his seemingly insurmountable
lead and Jackson bid to narrow the sap between
himself and the front-runner, Massachusetts Gov.

Michael Dukakis.
rhe Simon-Jackson battle made third place
worth winning to the rest of the Democrats, and
Dukakis bid to claim it over Sen. Albert Gore Jr.
and Rep. Richard Gephardt.
CBS News, relying on polling-place interviews
with the voters, said Simon would be the Democratic winner.
Simon was rated the slight favorite on the Democratic side as he sought a victory he said was
essential to sustain his candidacy. He campaigned
as the man to represent Illinois at the bargaining
table of what he said would be a brokered Democratic National Convention in Atlanta.

Returns from 12 percent of the Illinois precincts
showed Bush with 59 percent of the vote to 34 percent for Dole. Former television evangelist Pat
Robertson was gaining slightly less than the 5 percent he said he needed to justify remaining in the
race.
Democratic returns from 13 percent of the predncts showed Simon with 49 percent of the support. Dukakis had 23 percent to 19 percent for
Jackson —but there seemed no question Jackson
would finish at least second once the votes from
the predominantly black precincts of Chicago
were counted.
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Reagan veto unwise
In typical Reagan-esque fashion, the president
is set to veto a major civil rights bill today —
even while his own followers are urging him to do
otherwise.
The bill is aimed at overturning a 1984 Supreme
Court decision that says federal civil rights laws
prohibiting sex discrimination can be applied only
lo programs that receive federal money, not to an
educational institution as a whole.
Not surprisingly, the Reagan administration has
continually used the decision to justify cutbacks in
enforcement of civil rights laws covering minorities, the handicapped and the elderly as well as
women.
The expected Reagan veto may sound like an unwise public relations move for the President to
make, but actually the move is consistent with his
past practices.
The President has long been a proponent of cutting aid for the less fortunate members of society —
in the form of welfare, Social Security and other
benefits for the poor.
And while his Republican supporters have
backed him all along the way, this time, even they
are leary of opposing such major civil rights legislation.
The legislation would make discrimination illegal
in any institution receiving federal money in any
way — but of course, Reagan opposed the bill because of the "enormous" expenses involved in enforcing the new law.
When even his staunchest supporters realize the
implications of vetoing such a bill, the President
should also heed their advice.
A few extra dollars is not too much to ask when it
comes to correcting discrimination in this country.

Enraging almost everyone
By Mike
Royko

-VI
A journalism student recently
asked me what I liked best about
myjob.
That was easy. I told him the
paycheck.
"No," he said, "what gives
you the most professional satisfaction?"
That was harder, since I seldom think about professional
satisfaction. Mostly, I think
about getting the job done, turning off the office fight and grabbing a beer.
But now that I've given it
some thought, I suppose the
most satisfying part o? my job is
that I can be more than one person. If I may boast, I'm sometimes amazed at my own versatility.
For example, lately I have
been an agent of the devil, a corrupter of American values.
I've been told this by countless
people from all over the country
who are angry because I don't
share their admiration for Pat
Robertson, the preacher turned
politician.

They not only write or phone
me, but they send letters to
many of the newspapers that
publish my column. In Paducah,
for example, one of the letters
was printed below a headline
that said: "Royko Just Adds to
Moral Decay."
The writer of the letter had
said: "Royko and others like
him contribute to the spiritual
and moral decadence of America."
From his letter, I couldn't tell
what the writer's favorite brand
of decadence is, so I don't know
if I can take any credit for his
private antics.
In fact, I can't remember ever
encouraging decadence. I assume that those who want to get
a little depraved can manage
without my help. Take Jimmy
Swaggart. I didn't introduce him
to that loose young lady. If he
had asked me, I would have told
him to at least wear fake whiskers. Or Jimmy Bakker. If the
impulsive little fellow sought my
advice, I would have told him:
"Never, ever, fool around with
the secretary."

There was an immediate outcry that I was a racist.
After he was elected, I wrote
that it was no reason for whites
to get into a dither, that he'd
probably do no worse than previous mayors and he should be
given a fair chance.
I was immediately deluged
with phone calls and letters describing me as a "nigger lover."
As time passed, I found reason
to criticize some aspects of
Washington's administration.
So I was again bombarded
with calls and letters calling me
a "racist."
It later occured to me that I
had missed a chance to conduct
a useful social experiment. I
should have saved all of those
letters, invited the writers to a
big party and stood off at a safe
distance and watched the fun.

Another example of my versatility came when the late Harold Washington became the first
black mayor of Chicago.
During his campaign, I suggested that he fully explain
some of the problems he once
had with the Internal Revenue
Service. I would have asked it of
any candidate, white, black or
from Mars.

Over the years, I've also found
myself in the role of "kike" or
"sheenie" or "hebe." These are
words used by some decent,
God-fearing Americans to describe those who don't worship
the way they do.
Some thought I was Jewish,
which I'm not, because I have a
number of views that some
readers thought were too liberal. For example, I've always
been against lynching.
But one man found another
clue. He said he knew I was Jew
because I have a prominent
nose. I dropped him a note saying that Jimmy Durante also
had a heroic nose, but he wasn't

USG's current operating budget,
I am ashamed to say that USG,
the organization/government
that represents all of the approximately 15,000 undergraduates
on this campus, fails to understand its full duty/role. USG
isn't here just to pass resolutions
or to take neutral stances on issues like divestment. USG is
here to provide or help provide
programming that will benefit
the very students that they are
supposed to represent.
Kim Strong, Chief Legislative
Officer (CLO), feels "it would be
difficult to draw distinction between which organizations
should receive funding and
which should not." It is my people who represent different
segments of the student population and it is their job to make
those very decisions, as CLO

should know this. A group seeking funding from USG would
submit a proposal, go before the
General Assembly with the
request and men the General
Assembly would weigh the merit
of the request and decide accordingly. Ms. Strong, people
(USG General Assembly) sometimes have to make difficult decisions, you cannot always take
a neutral stance. Be happy ACGFA didn't have this attitude
when USG went to it for funding.
USG has a duty, which in my
opinion is why ACGFA gave
them some of the funding it did,
to help other organizations who
do not qualify for ACGFA funding put on programs that will
benefit to all or part of the students at BGSU. USG is the "students' government" financed by
$22,100 of student monies and it

Jewish. And the man sent another letter saying: "So you're a
lousy dago." You just can't
please some people.
Yet, things have a way of balancing out. And from time to
time, when I've done less than
fawn over some of Israel's
policies I've been accused of being an anti-Semite. That made
me so upset that I thought about
getting a nose job.
During the Vietnam War, I
wrote that we should get out. I
was called a commie dupe.
When I said that I thought peoSle like Abbie Hoffman and
erry Rubin were kind of goofy,
I was called a running dog of
capitalist imperialism. That
realy made me nervous. No
matter who won, I'd be put
against the wall.
I believe in capital punishment, so I'm sometimes called
bloodthirsty and insensitive.
When I've written about police
brutality, I've been called a
criminal-coddling wimp. Can a
wimp be bloodthirsty? Some
shrink should study that.
Anyway, to paraphrase that
old saying: You can enrage
some of the people all of the
time, and all of the people some
of the time, but you can t enrage
all of the people all of the time.
Maybe. But I'm not going to
stop trying.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune

Letters
Man has benefited
from use of animals
This letter is in response to
Mr. Pettengell's comments in
The BG News on Wednesday
March 9, 1988 concerning how
animals are "tortured" in
"cruel" lab experiments. I
would first like to ask you a few
questions. Are you a vegetarian? Do you own any clothing
made from animals? Have your
parents, friends, loved ones or
even pets ever been helped by
medical treatment?
People have benefited and
prospered from the use of animals since the beginning of
time. Animals provide us with
companionship, food, clothing
and are responsible for many of
the advancements in medicine,
psychology and other sciences.
Mr. Pettengell you speak of
how we might view experiments
differently if they were performed on small children. Would
you prefer that valuable but
possibly damaging experiments
be performed on humans first?
I agree with you that humans
should not consider themselves
"as the 'master race' on earth"
and just as you say, "we are
animals." But, we do possess
certain characteristics, talents,
culture and intelligence that set
us apart from other animals.
Your problems lie with how we
use these traits. Perfection is
not a trait associated with humans. Until we achieve something close to it, we must make
choices to the best of our abilities.
I grew up on a farm where we
harvested crops as well as rabbits, chickens and other animals. I also enjoy the outdoors.
Part of this enjoyment includes
hunting, fishing and trapping.
You may not agree with these
practices and I do not intend to
persuade you or anyone else to
agree with them.
Man has benefited and pros-

pered tremendously through his
use of animals. He will continue
to do so unless he uses them unwisely or people such as yourself
have their way.
Brett Goecke
OCMB1983

True happiness can be
found in Jesus Christ
It seems as if abortion is the
topic of the semester. Obviously,
the reason for abortion is an unwanted pregnancy. Married
couples almost always look forward to the birth of a child. It is
men and women who engage in
sex outside of a marriage committment who do not want the
responsibility of raising a child,
especially an unwanted child.
Why do so many college students engage in sex with no regard to trie natural prerequisite
of a marriage commitment?
It appears that men and
women are looking for security
and happiness in life. Relationships with friends, or an
intimate relationship involving
sex are just two ploys to achieve
the inner security and happiness
we all need. But in the lone run,
both of these methods are Futile.
People only wish to be loved,
and men and women turn to sex
as a way to satisfy this need for
love and security. Instead of being fulfilled, men and women
only become more aware of the
emptiness inside and sex not being the solution.
There is a solution to this need
for security and happiness. The
French physicist, Pascal, once
said, "Every man has within
him a God-shaped void and only
Jesus Christ can fill that void/'
My sense of security, love and
happiness comes from a personal relationship with Jesus
Christ, a friendship, if you will.
By finding purpose in life from
Christ, one does not have to
search for happiness in sex.
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Following God's plan for sex
after marriage is not a rip-off,
but a safety factor for a happier
marriage. Let's face it — guys
don't want a used car, but girls
don't seek retreaded tires
cither! Why not find your security in Jesus Christ? It's not a
cop-out. Christians are not perfect, but by trusting Christ as
your personal Lord and Savior,
Sou can know you're going to
eaven as a fart. If you want to
know for sure, write or ask me
anytime.
Garry Pennycuff
0CMB4294

Seniors have right to
freedom of expression
Graduating seniors, as well as
every other United States citizen, have every right to freedom
of expression during their graduation ceremonies. Ron Recker
states in a letter to The BG News
(March 8, 1988) that "graduation should be a time of strict
adult behavior." Granted, it is a
serious occasion, but why must
everyone act as clones and restrict their happiness at finally
completing four years of hard,
rewarding work? Not everyone
spends four years partying, and
I doubt that graduating seniors
see graduation ceremonies as
the final party.
As for the University "putting
up with seniors for four years,
Ron, I am sure that any graduating senior who has spent upwards of $20,000 to obtain a degree from BGSU would hardly
see themselves as people to "put
up with."
Ron. while your cause is admirable, your choice of terms is
demeaning, infuriating and
quite inappropriate.
Cyndi Morris
OCMB3908

(JSG should aid those
without ACGFA funds
Mr. David Robinson, President of the Undergraduate Student Government in an article in
The BG News on March 8, 1988
states that he feels "USG's role
should not be that of allocating
money to other organizations,
and he has stated before that
"USG is not a mini ACGFA"
(ACGFA distributes over
$333,000 of Student General Fee
monies to student organizations
that meet certain criteria).
What David and other members
of USG fail to realize is that
there are many organizations
that cannot receive ACGFA
funding because of ACGFA regulations. If an organization is
tied to an academic department
such as an honor society or club
like the accounting club, ACGFA rules state that those types
of organizations DO NOT qualify
for funding.
As a member of last year's
ACGFA committee and as one of
the 17 people who voted on

PICK THE WEAPON
MOST FEARED BV
THE ISRAELI'S...

should be realized that nonACGFA funded organizations
have no where else to turn for
funding. I would hate to see a
program that will benefit the
students on this campus fail because our student government
feels that the money it received
from ACGFA is their's and that
it shouldn't be shared with other
organizations.
Who cares if a program was
Eenerated from inside or outside
BG? I thought the purpose behind USG was to help the students.
Christopher H. Helmick
326 Offenhauer West
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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McAuliffe colleague visits
by Elizabeth Klmes
staff reporter

'' We were the class of 51-L. TheL stood for
love...Christa was ours. My friend died for
the dream, I will live for it now."

Gail Bossert Klink wrote those words on
her flight back from Houston after the memorial service for her friend Christa McAuliffe, who was to be the first teacher-inspace. The mission ended in tragedy on Jan.
28, 1988 when the space shuttle Challenger
exploded.
Klink, the Ohio nominee for the Teacherin-Space program, offered "No Apologies"
yesterday afternoon on the subject of her
experience with the program and education
in general. The speech took place in KobackerHall.
An English teacher at Newark High
School, Klink was chosen from 640 candidates to represent Ohio in NASA's selection
for the first civilian in space.
It was while finishing up the selection

well, the public is in awe," Klink said. "Then
they demand they do it all the time. Then
they ignore it. And finally they criticize it."

Crocess in Washington D.C. that Klink met
IcAuliffe. The group of 114 finalists for the
program was entertained and treated like
celebrities over the six days, she said.
"Not once that week (in Washington D.C.)
did I see a styrofoam cup. It's called first
class," Klink said. "My concern is why we
as teachers don't get first class treatment all
the time. The responsibility we have deserves first class."

In order for things to get better within the
education system, the "it's-eood-enough"
attitude of the public must change, Klink
said.
Teachers should not have to apologize for
the way they earn their living, she said.

The group of finalists became very close
while in Washington, and the loss of MacAuliffe made them even closer, Klink said.

"Just because you don't make a lot of
money, don't let people tell you you are not
worth a lot of money, Klink said.

"The media was ruthless," she said.
"They
would ask questions like 'How did you
feel?f I'll tell you now I felt — like my heart
had been ripped out and thrown across the
heavens."

Klink said her nomination for the teacherin-space program helped her realize how
much teaching has given her.
"I have done something that few people
alive can do. I have made history ana I
(have) already touched the future," Klink
said. "I do it everyday. I don't need a space
shuttle to fulfill my dreams."

Klink likened the change in national attitude toward NASA to the one toward education.
"Whenever something is consistently done

Gail Bossert Klink

B BG VS. VERMONT

BG News, Paul Vernon
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The wearing of the fireen will brine you lots of
luck... so be sure to check out our cash &
carry leprechaun specials on St. Patty's Day.
Fresh Green Carnation Boutineer
Fresh Green Carnation Corsage

75'
$2.50

1 Dozen Green Carnations

$6.00

I
434 E. Woosl.r
354-1477
$2 oil with this ad
Good until March 18

I SPAGHETTI
WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD'
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00
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THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
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CUSTOM SLICED WITH PEPPER
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water Added

BREWSTER • CUSTOM SLICED

SANDRIDCE

BABY SWISS
CHEESE

GOURMET
COLE SLAW

$?99

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to SI,000
a year. Get all the facts.

For information call
Cpt. Gary Wirzylo
at 372-2476
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

WE SELL
OHIO LOTTERY
TICKETS IN OHIO
•
WE ACCEPT
FOOD STAMPS.
WE SELL
MONEY ORDERS.
•

OPEN
24 HOURS
MOST STORES

FLAVOR OF THE MONTH
COOKIES N CREAM

2 LITER BOTTLE

ICECREAM COCA COLA

$199

VLLON
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Student seeks public position
position, explained that the
number on his business cards
was printed incorrectly, causing
a lot of confusion.

by Julie Wallace
assistant wire editor

By dialing the number on David Kolbe's business card you
reach the Henry County sheriff's
office. But if you ask tor Kolbe,
as the name on the card reads,
you may be surprised.
Often, the switchboard operator will ask if he is being held at
the office, since he is not employed there. That impression is
not exactly what one might expect from a candidate running
tor county commissioner.
Kolbe, a non-traditional University student running for the
Henry County Commissioner

"It's a unique situation because the number on my card is
the sheriffs (office)/' Kolbe
said. "I didn't know it right
away because it was only one
digit off, but I have called and
apologized to the sheriff for the
number of calls they are receiving"
Kolbe, a Democrat, is running
for one of the two commissioner
Citions being voted on in
'ember. For the past several
years, the positions have traditionally been held by members

Howard's Club H
No Cover

210 N. Main

"I am getting very positive
responses from the people
though. I think the citizens
are ready for a change and I
feel I can make the changes."
•David Kolbe
of the Republican party.
"I am getting very positive
responses from the people
though," he said. "I think the
citizens are ready for a change
and I feel I can make the
changes."
His experiences as a Damascus Township Trustee for the
past four years gives him an advantage over the other Candida tes.he said.
"I have been involved in township government and feel this
(commissioner's position) is a

The Best Yet
<*

Y mi illinium, are now being accepted for the 1988 Student
Leader of the Year Award. Any student who has nerved ait
an officer of an organization registered with the Office of
Student Activities & Orientation during the 1987/88
academic year is eligible to receive this award.

* Attention World Travelers: Howard's is
now selling T-shirts. Don't forget to show
off your favorite bar in BG.

Nomination Forms (available in 405 Student Services) must
be completed and returned to the Student Activities &
Orientation office by WEDNESDAY. APRIL 6 at 5:00 p.m.
Nominees will be sent an Information Sheet to be used in
conjunction with the Nomination Form in determining the
winner.

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

1

Currently a full-time Construction Techonology student,
37-year-old Kolbe was employed
as journeyman iron worker for
15 years before an on-the-job injury three years ago forced him
tore-evaluate his career plans.
"I started attending the University six months after my injury — when I found out it (the
injury) was more than just

1988
STUDENT LEADE1" OF THE YEAR AWARD

Tonight
March 16-17

v

step up," he said. "I can do a
much better job serving more
people than at just a local
level."

The award will be presented at the annual Student
Organizations Leadership Recognition Reception to be held
on April 19.

The Tanning Center
Bigger To Serve You Better
2 Locations

Hair Unlimited
6 BEDS

The Wash House
7 BEDS

139 W. Wooster
353-3281

248 N. Main
354-1559

short-term," he said. "I am now
on disability leave."
There are nine candidates
running for the two positions, he
said. Each candidate registers
for one of two primary dates,
with the winners of each primary running for the positions
on election day, Nov. 4.
Kolbe is registered for the
May 3,1988, primary and is running against one other Democrat.
Although there are several
prominent issues involved in the
campaign, he said the two
biggest are the Regional Jail to
be located near Stryker, Ohio
and taxation.
"The jail is the biggest controversy, but it is reallyf already
settled, Kolbe said. 'The key
issue is not increasing taxes."
To keep taxation costs down,
county officials should reevaluate the system of spending
tax money, he said.
Kolbe, now a sophomore,

holds several advisory positions
at the University, including one
on the board of Ohio Rural Universities Program. The program is designed to assist local
governments with development
techniques.
He was chosen for the positions due to his involvement with
township government, he said.
With the knowledge he has
gained from the advisory positions and through his classes, he
believes he is well prepared for
the commissioner position.
"I have taken several political
science courses as electives that
are directly applicable to the
commissioners job," he said. "
Plus, my advisory positions
make it possible for getting information on current state issues that pertain to this area.
"Technically, I have a major
advantage in awareness," Kolbe
said.

USG candidates
start campaigns
by Catherine Hoehn

staff reporter

Now that petitions for Undergraduate Student Government elected positions are completed, the race is on.
Campaigning for USG president, vice president, and at-large representative candidates will begin March 28, immediately following
spring break. Deadline for petitioning for the positions was 5 p.m.
Tuesday.
Twenty-five candidates are running for at-large representatives,
more than doubling the 11 candidates last year, according to Jim
Perry, USG vice president and chairperson of the elections and opinions board.
Three presidential/vice presidential tickets have been filed.
On one ticket, Tim Peterson, current USG student welfare coordinator, is running for president with Joe Meyer, USG senator, for
vice president.
Peterson said he has been working towards running for USG
president all year.
"It's always been in the back of my mind that I would like to take
on a large leadership position," he said.
Three areas Peterson said he would like to work on next year are
school spirit, teacher evaluations and "good relations with the entire
University community."
A second ticket consists of Craig Taliaferro for president, and Jeffrey Fitzgibbons for vice president.
Taliaferro, a non-traditional student who left school in the early
1970s and came back last summer, said the University has always
held special significance to him.
□ See USG, page 6.
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The Best In Main-Stream Rock

10 initial visits $25

0-ii/ Student Rec Center _

Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week

Since 1980

Spring Break Hours

Wednesday - College I.D. Night
(free admission wih valid I.D.)

March 19-27, 1988

Sunday - First Annual Bikini Beach Party
(free admission when wearing beach attire)
- Female / Male Swimsuit Competition
■ Sand Sculpturing Contest
- Best Pre-Summer Tan Competition
(cash prizes and tanning sessions from
Acapulco Ron's)

T
OUTSTANDING BUSINESS GRADUATES
AND
BETA GAMMA SIGMA
the Honor Society for
Collegiate School* of Busine**

Noon-9 P.M.

Cooper Pool

Noon-8 P.M.

Andrews Pool
1-8 P.M.
$3
Anytime
UFT
((Breaks Only)
Family
Noon-9 P.M.
flge 7-17

Featuring the Music of "Hollywood"

Under 7

Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311

Membership
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest
national recognition a student can receive in an undergraduate or ma*ter* program in bu*ine** or
management. To be eligible for membership, a student must rank in the upper 5 percent ol the junior
class, upper 10 percent of the senior class, or upper
20 percent of the masters class. Member* are u*ually
elected to membership and publicly recognized during the spring term.

Center

(Andrews Pool Only)

^assarara^
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '88 WITH

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

1

11

History
Beta Gamma Sigma was founded as a national organization in 1913. To establish and maintain an active Beta Gamma Sigma chapter, an institution must
be accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, the recognized accrediting
agency for undergraduate and masters programs in
business and management.

.v

1

PurpOM
Beta Gamma Sigma has three purpose*:
to entourage and reward scholarship which is carried
out through election of outstanding students to
membership;
to promote advancement of education in business which
b conducted through awards, recognition of outstanding institutions and chapters, and through
publications of the Society; and
to foster integrity in the conduct of busmen operations
which is a focus of publications, talks, and seminars sponsored by the Society.
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is a signal honor
carrying lifetime affiliation witn other outstanding
graduates of business programs. While almost
300,000 students receive bachelors or masters deSrees in business each year, onlv about 15,000 stucnts are elected to membership in Beta Gamma
Sigma.

8
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835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378

9:00-4:30

1-8 P.M.

Monday - Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
HAVEN HOUSE
Features
2 bedroom -11/2 baths
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST.
Furnished - wall to wall carpeting
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
Extra large closets - linen closet
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
Gas heat and cooking
6TH AND 7TH
Laundry areas in each building
707 SIXTH ST.
Patio area - grills available
818 SEVENTH ST.
Sound-conditioned interior
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ASK ABOUT OUR NEW APARTMENTS ON MERCER ROAD

|

I

BETA GAMMA SIGMA MEANS QUALITY!

4

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A facility that features the following:

• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

0::::X::!«^^

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

SIANKYH XAP1ANI0UCMI0NSI CiNTtUlTO

Prepare with us
for Spring exams.
NEW LOCATION
3450 W. Central,
Suite 322
Toledo. 536-3701
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Elder-Beerman's giving
Bowling Green students a

SPRING BREAK!
Special BGSU Spring Fling Discount Coupon
You've done it! Another tough winter behind you. To
celebrate, we're holding a special Spring Break sale,
just for Bowling Green students! Whether you're
heading south or heading home, we want you to go
in style. It's about time you got a break!

This coupon good at Elder-Beerman Bowling Green only for

20%
SAVINGS

SHOP
Wednesday 4 to 9 p.m.
and
Thursday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

on any* one regular price purchase
of $25 or more made during
our Spring Break sale.
L_.

SALE
21.99

SAVE
25%

SAVE
25%

' Excludes cameras, small appliances, special orders, ley ways.
service departments, gift coins, gttt certificates and cosmetics.

SAVE
25%

SAVE
25%

Bugle Boy pants
for young men

young men's short
sleeve sportshirts

Van Heusen long sleeve
dress shirts

misses' Cherokee hot
spring separates

related separates
by Counterparts

Reg. »28. Save 20% on
comfortable cotton blend pants
with the casual look you want
this spring.
MALE WORLD

Reg. »16 tO»20, SALE 11.99
to 14.99. Cool, crisp 100%
cotton shirts from Saturdays
and Shah Safari are hot items
on campus this spring.
MALE WORLD

Reg. 9.99 to '23. SALE 7.49 to
17.25. Full cut solids, fancies
and handsome tone-on-tone
styles. Great for any occasion.

Reg. »28 to »49, SALE >21 to
36.75. The weather won't be all
that's hot when you step out in
these knit tops, shorts and
pants. All cotton. 8 to 16.

Reg. »35 to '49, SALE 26.25
to 36.75. Spring casual wear
including pants, skirts, blouses
and T-shirts in pink stripes
and solids.

SALE
19.99

SAVE
$5

SAVE
25%

SAVE
25%

SPECIAL

10.99

juniors love
Genesis separates

Esprit Sport
separates for juniors

denim mini skirts
from Palmetto's

juniors' spring pants
from Catrina

tailored earrings
from Anne Klein

Reg. '29 to »34, SALE 21.75
to 25.50. Cropped shirts, short
skirts and shorts will show off
your golden tan when you get
back to campus.

Reg. »33 to «74, SALE 24.75
to 55.50. Nautical styling is in
demand, and we've got it in
tops, pants, skirts and shorts.

Reg. 24.99. A great price on a
basic item for your spring and
summer wardrobe. Lots of
styles in sizes 3 to 13.

Reg. 19.99 to 24.99, SALE
14.99 to 19.99. For easy-care
and fun wear, you'll want these
elastic waist pants. Some
cropped styles. S-M-L.

Special purchase. Highlight
your new outfits with goldtone
or silvertone pierced earrings.
Clip-on styles also available.

SPECIAL

SALE
$36

SALE
8.99

SAVE

13.99

protect your eyes with
Riviera sunglasses

Lewis Frimel
cotton pinafore

oversized nightshirts
from J.O. Intimates

women's Freestyle Low
Reebok' athletic shoes

Reg. '12. Eyecatching styles for
misses and juniors keep your
eyes safe in the Florida sun,
and keep all eyes on you!

Reg. s26, SALE 19.99. With
front button placket and bottom
ruffle. In white, pink and blue.

Special purchase. Because you
want to look cute all the time,
nightshirts sport johnny collars.
Royal, yellow and red.

Reg. *45. Save 20% You don't /
have to be athletic to love
/
Reeboksl Original leather
/
aerobic shoe is white with
/
terry trim.
/

*5** /
***** "y
°»'Vf

GIVES YOU A LOT OF CREDIT

y

IBCE1Q

WOODLAND MALL

We Want What YOU Want
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Founders juice
drinker on her
way to Florida
by Scott Korpowski
reporter
An orange-juice drinker will
be going to the Sunshine state as
a result of drinking the right cup
ofOJ.
Shelly Schnarre, freshman
social work major and Founders
Quadrangle resident, won a free
trip for two to Daytona, Fla., the
grand prize for the University's
annual orange-juice promotion
contest, co-sponsored by the
Florida Citrus Commission and
Producers and University Food
Operations.
Students purchasing a
10-ounce or larger orange juice
were entered in the drawing, according to Amy Weller, assistant manager for Founder's dining hall. The contest, offered
throughout the University's dining halls, began Feb. 29 and ended March 6.

Astronomers
need funding
by Scott Korpowski
reporter

Schnarre said she plans to
take her twin sister, Stephanie,
also a Founders resident, with
her to Florida.
The trip was purchased
through University Activities
Organization's Spring Break
program and is valued at $458,
according to Alice Thompson,
Public Service coordinator for
Food Operations.
The award announcement was
made last Thursday night at the
Quad Rock Cafe's spring break
beach party. Quad Rock Cafe is
Founders residence hall's nonalcoholic bar located in the
hall's dining area.
"At first I thought it was a
joke," Schnarre said of winning
the contest. "Now everyone
wants me to play the lotto."
Three runners-up were named
per University dining hall, and
each received a "Take the OJ
break" tank top, Weller said.
BG News/Paul Vernon
John Laird, assistant professor of physics and astronomy, said the
20-inch mirror telescope at the University has the potential to be a
first-class research instrument. However, funding is needed to add
the equipment necessary to make it a useful research instrument.

The Michael R. Ferrari Award

NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN
for the presentation of
The 1988 Michael R. Ferrari Award
Facully. students and staff may submit
nominations for this award. Nominees must be
from the Administration staff. Nomination forms
and explanation of criteria are available in the
following locations:
Administration Staff Personnel Office
911 Administration Building
Faculty Senate Office
140 McFall Center
University Union Lobby

University Bookstoie
All nominations are due by April 15, 1988

BE SWEPT

Cells

fi Cash & Carry
g 10 pk. Tulips
M Doz. Daisies

$4.00
$2.00

Jjj; ST. PATRICK GREEN CARNATIONS $4.00 Doz.
^
All Other Carnations $3.50 Doz.

S

Myle's Flowers

SR

- Dairy Queen Bldg. -

Get that Spring Break Cut

Hair
Unlimited
$0
0

"eg.
$10

(includes shampoo & finish)

This summer, there's an exciting world out
there for you—one with great new friends,
solid earnings, exciting surroundings, job
responsibility, and growth...The place of
course is SEA WORLD! And the time is now
to plan for your summer of fun.

&±

W 10 pk. Daffodils $1.50 .R^-J^^T

Precision Cut

. . .By The Excitement
All Summer Long!

expires: 3/25/88

Enjoy flexible hours • Solid earnings • Merchandise & Food discounts • Uniforms
provided • Free tickets to Sea World & other
attractions • Special
employee
Monday, Wtdnttday, Friday
events (parties &
10 am—4:30 pm
sports)
Twidiy, Thureday
10 am—7 pm

Perfect lor students,
homemakers,
seniors...
Everyone!

APPLY
NOW!

Saturday
9 am—Noon

SEA WORLD OF OHIO

a Continued from page 1.
"We certainly do expect death
row to increase over 80," Prosser said. "Once we get over 80,
we will have to make arrangements to increase the size of
death row. We will probably
have to take over another wing
at Lucasville."

USG
D Continued from page 1.
"I feel I was successful while I was out in the 'real' world because
of what I learned here and because of the people I came in contact
with here," he said. "I owe the Unviersity a debt, and running for a
public office gives me a chance to pay back that debt."
Taliaferro said his highest goal as USG president would be to "rebuild a sense of community at the University by using a base of
common goals," despite student philosophical and political
differences.
The third ticket consists of Eric Rathburn, presently USG University representative, running for president, and Lisa Zollins for
vice president.
Rathburn said, as president, he would like to help bring out certain
changes and keep other issues alive, such as fighting a tuition increase.

GUYS

'6

Mon & Tues
Wed - Fri
Sat

9-6
9-6
9-4

FREE SUNTAN VISITS WITH
ANY SALON SERVICE!

143 W. Wooster

353-3281

EARL BROS.
CAR CARE CENTER

330 S. Maple, B.G.
Transmission
Re-Seal Special
Includes: All external |4MJ
seals and flaskets
U7
Road lesi, leak check, MIMPIWU
free safely Inspection *#■"•••*
Lube, OH
«. Filter

NOW OPEN

Ph. 352-6966
Transmission
Maintenance Special
Includes Fluid t Gasket $ m Q95
Replace fluid, replace pan
I W
aptkel. rood tost.
«eet Cent
kelK.n

Brake Job

Up lo 5 qh. 10W-30 oil
Solely Inspection f A9S
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Pod. or Shoot
installed. Metallic
podi S additional
parti oxtro.

lifetime Werrenty
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^
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Bring in this ad & receive 10°° off any other service!

For Beauty at the Beach . . .
Tho Inexpensive Quality

FREE!

EXTRA THICK CRUST
EXTRA PIZZA SAUCE
JUST ASK WHEN ORDERING

FAST FREE DELIVERY 353-0044

Discover summer smart ways to
care for your hair. Our stylists will
give you carefree cuts to keep you
looking great at the beach & we'll
recommend products to keep your
hair looking great!

Tact* and Compare

Students receive 25% off before 4 p.m.

system severv
Kairstylirvg

(216)562-8101

SeilWorkl^

David Stebbins, an attorney
for the Ohio Public Defender's
Office, said prisoners' appeals
probably will prevent any executions from occurring in Ohio
for at least two more years.
A maximum-security prison
under construction in Mansfield
will house 1,250 prisoners, Prosser said, but that facility is not
expected to be completed until
July 1989.

ALWAYS

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
• Food Services
• Merchandise Sales
• Cash Control
• Waiters/Waitresses
• Crowd Control
• Custodial (day or night)

Astronomers at the University get hands-on experience, but
are not able to do in-depth research, said an assistant professor
of physics and astronomy.
According to John Laird, the University paid $150,000 in 1985
for a 20-inch mirror telescope for the observatory atop the
Physical Sciences building star-gazing sessions.
The telescope is good for fun and basic exposure to astronomy, but can only pick up and record what the eye can pick up,
Laird said.
"The telescope is a valuable tool, and it is educational, but it
has the potential to do even more," Laird said. "The primary
purpose of the telescope is one of education; it is not a firstclass research instrument.
"I would like to see the telescope's potential realized," he
said.
The addition of a photometer and spectrograph could greatly
increase the research capabilities ofthe telescope. Laird said.
These instruments would aid in seeing and analyzing celestial
objects and recording the images.
"We have requested funding for a photometer and we antici6ate seeking more funds through the University and externay," he said. "Funding is always a problem, and the University doesn't have unlimited resources."
According to Laird, better equipment would help attract
more and better astronomy students.
"Part of the training in astronomy is learning to do it, not
just learning about it. It is a hands-on kind of science."
More astronomy course offerings and more equipment are
the steps to improve the astronomy department, he said.
Although the additions to the telescope would increase its
research capabilities, light from nearby cities and the Ohio
weather conditions make Bowling Green a less favorable astronomical viewing site than somewhere like Arizona, Laird
said.
"If I wanted to build a telescope for research, I wouldn't put
it in the middle of Bowling Green, and I wouldn't put it in
Northwest Ohio," Laird said.

1072 N. Main
352-6516
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Peace talks dispute arises 'Ivan' defense
evidence new

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State George Shultz
said Tuesday he was unable to
bridge differences with Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir
over a U.S. plan for opening
Mideast peace negotiations by
Mayl.
But he called the first of three
days of talks with Shamir constructive and said "we feel en-

meanwhile, to reassure Shamir
he would not be put under U.S.
pressure to agree to any particular solution to Israel's 40-year
dispute with the Arabs.
But Reagan stressed that
"making progress toward peace
in the Middle East not only serves mutual interests, it is urgent."
In a speech to the United Je-

couraged to continue our efforts
to work with Israel and others in
the Middle East."
Shamir underscored one of the
main differences. He said that in
Israel's view, the Middle East
peace conference Shultz wants
to convene next month to set the
stage for negotiations could not
play "any positive role."
President Reagan sought,

Black archbishop appointed
ATLANTA (AP) - Bishop Eugene Marino,
named Tuesday as the first black Roman Catholic
archbishop in the United States, said his appointment as head of the Atlanta archdiocese is "a
great sign of hope to all our people."
The appointment by Pope John Paul n comes
more than two years after Marino and other black
bishops wrote a pastoral letter calling on the
church to increase the number of blacks in official
positions.
"The church has spoken but has the church
listened to itself?" said the letter, suggesting that
in the absence of a major appointment such as a
black archbishop in a big city, "the church's
commitment to black leadership may be seen as
half-hearted and superficial."

The Atlanta archdiocese has only 10,000 blacks
among its 156,000 Catholics. Of 52 million Catholics
nationwide, 1.3 million are black.
Marino said he could see in his appointment "a
sign of hope to all men and women of good will that
the church recognizes its wealth within its own
ranks..."
"I think that this appointment is a sign of hope to
all minorities that the church in general" and the
pope in particular are sensitive to the needs of
blacks, Marino told reporters.
Marino, 53, is one of 12 black bishops in the
United States and has served as an auxiliary
bishop in the Washington, D.C., archdiocese since
1974. In 1985, he was elected secretary of the
National Conference of Catholic Bishops, the first
black to hold an office in the organization.

Attention —

wish Appeal, the president said
he would tell Shamir at the
White House on Wednesday that
"peace will not be imposed by us
or anyone else."

Shultz met with Shamir for
about three hours, first over
blueberry pancakes at the secretary's home in suburban Maryland and then at his State Department office.
"We haven't found our way to
bridge all of the differences,"
Shultz said afterward. "I see
quite clearly what the nature of
the differences are and what
they aren't."
Shultz did not offer any details, but Shamir restated his
opposition to an international
forum that would include the
Soviet Union and China, which
do not have diplomatic relations
with Israel and usually support
Arab positions.
"We are interested, first of all,
to negotiate directly with all the
parties concerned," Shamir
said.

JERUSALEM (AP) — Judges
in John Demjaniuk's war
crimes trial granted a defense
request Tuesday to admit new
evidence from 15 Holocaust survivors who failed to identify the
retired Ohio autoworker as a
Nazi guard.
Defense attorney Yoram Sheftel said the new evidence casts
doubt on testimony from five
Treblinka death camp survivors
who identified Demjanjuk
from
a 1942 photograph as 'rIvan the
Terrible." Prisoners used that
nickname for the guard who
operated gas chambers that
killed 850,000 Jews in Nazioccupied Poland.
'"There are 15 statements of
Trphlinka survivors who did not

Help bring the world together.
DEXTER'S BOWLING GREEN
510 EAST WOOSTER STREET
352-4497
352-9814

t/le Rnlon.il, R„nk heihDat^."
%mlk TiniO,,"
(/JeBaJceomBuni

FREE DELIVERY AVAILABLE
STORE HOURS:
Sun. -Thurs
Fri. - Sat

BG NEWS ADVERTISERS
Classified and Display
Deadline for advertising copy to be published
Tuesday, March 29 is Friday, March 18, 4 p.m. due
to Spring Break (March 21-25).

372-2601

FREE DELIVERY
$1.00 OFF

352-1539
Greenwood Centre
1616 E. Woosler
Fast, Free delivery
From 11 a.m. doily

$3
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W

PITTA
■_
■

Get a small 10" inch
1 -item pizza for
only $3°°
One coupon per order
(expires 3/31/88)
Fast, Free Delivery
1616 E. Wooster

it

I WISH I HAD A GIRL > J

HENRY LEE SUMMER
HOTTEST NEW TALENT IN THE MIDWEST
with Special Guest

LOVE STREET
at the

CaE&Ci

£1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc

Choose from 60-100 different titles,
Postcards also available!

ON SALE"
Lost Day TODAY - Wed. , March 16
Brought to you only by Isui

limit two per customer
Not valid with any other
coupons Good at participating?
locations Expires 3 28 M

LIVE IN CONCERT

Our driven carry lets
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

European Rock Star
POSTER SALE

DELIVERY 11 2. 4-CLOSE

PLKLM&<$>

HOT or COLD

352-1539
Within 30 minutes
or you get $3 back

10 AM -1AM
10 AM - 3 AM

Any of our delicious subs.

214 West Hall

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

identify Demjanjuk as Ivan versus five who did," Sheftel told
Israel radio. "This evidence is
extremely substantial and extremely important."
The three-tudge panel interrupted its deliberations Tuesday
to consider the new evidence
during a special session in Jerusalem District Court. Dernianjuk's year-long trial ended Feb.
18.
The judges set a court session
for Monday to allow prosecutors
and defense attorneys to address the new evidence in summary arguments, assistant
prosecutor Eliyahu Avraro said.
The Ukrainian-born Demjanjuk, 67, retired as a Clevelandarea autoworker and says he is
the victim of mistaken identity.

■-T-lYra
AN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ALTERNATIVE
IT TIME FOR BIG FUN. . .

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23rd
Doors Open at 4:00 p.m. for Happy Hours
Show starts at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets only $5.00 Advance
$7.00 Day of Show
Available at All Ticket Locations SOON! !
Coming April 20th
McGuffey Lane
&
Raspberry Jam

Must be 19 &
Have Proper I.D.

Get Your Tickets Now!

Call for Details
838-7825
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BG plays St. Joe's tonight

Gorman set
to contribute

Falcons hope to end MAC winless streak in NCAAs
guard Debbie Black, the school
record-holder in assists and
steals. She is currently number
one in the nation in steals.

by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

PHILADELPHIA, PA. - MidAmerican Conference teams
have a winless record in NCAA
women's basketball tournament
games.
However, this may be the year
the MAC finally gets a win.
Bowling Green, making its
second-straight NCAA appearance, will try to halt that skid
when it plays no. 25 St. Joseph's,
today at 7 p.m., on the Hawks'
homecourt, Alumni Memorial
Fieldhouse.
The Falcons (24-5) lost 80-64
last year at Illinois in the NCAA
tourney.
"We're going to do the best job
we can to try to represent the
MAC to the best of our ability,"
said BG head coach Fran Voll.
"We want to do well."
St. Joe's is 23-7 and the No. 7

Motycka

Voll

seed in the Mid-East Regional.
The game will showcase a conflict in styles
. The Hawks have the lowest
field-goal percentage allowed in
the country. St. Joe's currently
has one of the best points allowed percentages (54.6) in the
country"We're a defense-oriented
basketball team," Jim Foster
said. "We tend to generate a lot
of our offense from our defense.
We take a lot of pride in our defense."
St. Joe's defense is paced by
First-Team, All-Atlantic Ten

"She's led the country in
steals two of the last three
years. It's safe to say that she's
where our defense starts," said
Foster, the 1985 NCAA Coach of
the Year.
On the other hand, the Falcons
(the no.10 seedin the regional)
are not the type of team that
likes a defensive battle. BG
averages a MAC best 80.6 points
per game.
Forward Jakie Motyka, the
two-time MAC Player of the
Year, said she is looking forward to the contest.
"There's going to be two
different styles on the court,"
Motyka said. "We have a strong
offense and they have a good defense. But as long as we pass the
ball and hit the open player,
we'll be alright.

"It's hard to imagine a team
only allowing 54 points a game."
Motyka, the team's leading
scorer at 20.4 points per game, is
not an uncommon sight to Foster. He said playing the likes of
Sue Wicks, Rutgers' AilAmerican, will help his club.

by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

PHILADELPHIA, PA. - Until recently, a freshman in an
athletic program received very little playing time. Most
freshmen do nothing but watch upperclassmen compete.
That trend has changed over the last decade. Not only are
freshmen playing, but a select few are even starting. A fine example is Bowling Green's 6-foot-1 guard Traci Gorman.
Gorman, 1987 Class A Ohio Player of the Year, averaged 21
points for Delphos St. John's as a senior. She received honorable mention All-American from USA Today.
But the former high school star played sparingly the first
part of the season tor the Falcons. However, in game IS,
against Loyola of Chicago, she found herself in a starting role.
"It was a big transition at first," Gorman said. "I'd get into
the game and see what I could do. I just tried to fit in with the
team and then get some playing time.
"Then when the time (first start) came 'I thought 'this is my
chance.' I went out and did the best I could."
Gorman played well against the Ramblers, scoring a careerhigh 15 points. She has not left the starting line-up since.
She is averaging 4.4 points per game and 2.5 rebounds —
good enough for a spot on the Mid-American Conference AllFreshmanTeam.
"I was surprised, I didn't expect to get it," she said. "All the
other players were very good and all started except for one."
D See Gorman, page 9.

"I think playing a player like
Sue three tunes helps us understand the type of player we are
playing in Jackie, he said.
"I'm sure Fran will run quite a
few plays lust to get the ball in
her hands.
The Hawks are paced by 6-1
sophomore center Dale Hodges
(la points per game) and 6-1 junior Kim Foley (14.2 points per
game).
Foley said her teammates will
have to rebound well in the
game.
"They start four players over
six foot, so we're going to have
to get on the boards." She said.
"We take a lot of pride in our
fundamentals."

Congratulations

—CHARLESTOWN=

Kappa Kappa Gamma

APARTMENTS

1987 OUTSTANDING CHAPTER AWARD

MID AM MANOR

Highest Active Chapter Average
Highest Total Chapter Average
Dean's Scholarship Trophy
Panhellenic Spirit Award

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

«8

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4. B.G.
352-4380

^J\appa ^_J\appa \jamma
ZJne ^J\eu ZJo 2^uccea

NCAAfen)"

Doors Open
7:30

Showtime
8:00

Admission
$2.00

Men in at 9:30 - Ladies Free

THE FUNDRINKERY
382-1386
6LENBYRNE CENTER

Stort celebroting St. Patrick's Doy this Sunday at

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

FALCONS
versus
VERMONT

WEDNESDAY ■ College I.D. Night
(free admission with valid I.D.)
THURSDAY ■ Ladies' Night
featuring FOUR PLAY

Join the party!
©

THIS FRIDAY, SATURDAY 7:30 P.M.

AT THE ICE ARENA! ! !

with Amateur Nighi ond Irish bee specials. Open microphone all week
long with the best axis receiving a special pffre Irish music every night
and the Sex Beatles on Thursday Make St. Patrick's Doy another excuse
to party at Poilymyi with green beer specials, pints ot Guinness, the
Friendship Gome, and 3-4 drawings eoch night with the winner
receiving o Spring Break t-shirt or beach towel from fh •

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
START YOUR SPRING BREAK BY
WATCHING CHAMPIONSHIP HOCKEY!

UllllllHIIS

352-9638

T
Large Pan Pizza with any 2 j Reg. 10" Pan Pzza
items plus one qt. of Coke , with any one item

HOME SWEET HOME L

Applications are being accepted
for

Summer 1988 BG News editor
Fall 1988 BG News editor
1988-89 Gavel editor
1989 KEY editor
1988-89 Miscellany editor
1988-89 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.
Application deadline Wed., April 13.

$7.00

Extra items 1.20 ea.

T
i

$3.50

Free Delivery j Extra Items .70 ea.

—±_—

Deadline €xtended for
00 LILtsXg^ Director

Free Delivery

<\e

SPOTLIGHT €NT€RTfilNM€NT J^
COMMITT€€ \,
4.

Musical entertainment is the focus of the Spotlight Entertainment Committee.
Programs indude mixers and outdoor concerts featuring local
and regional bands. The committee also sponsors Monday Musicians
which is a regular series of performances by students ond faculty
in the College of Musical Arts.

<L

Applications Available in UAO Office &
3rd floor Union

D€RDUN€: NOON. W€D. MARCH 30th

.
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Arizona shooting for championship
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Each
of the last three years, Arizona
has danced the NCAA Tournament's one-step shuffle. A quick
loss, and out the door.
This time, the No. 2-ranked
Wildcats, 31-2 and top seeded in
the West Regional, are looking
to win the dance marathon while
doubling as a doorman and
ushering other guests home.
"We're excited, I think, that
the time is here," Coach Lute
Olson said Tuesday, "and it
could not come at a better time.
We're playing the best we've
played all year long.
"If you don't think you can win
it, you shouldn't be there, and
you won't win it if you don't
think you will."

He said his staff and players
aren't concerned about the
strength of the West Regional
field, which includes seven
teams ranked in the Top
Twenty.
"We re not worried about anything, and that's not to say we
don't respect everybody we
play, because I think we do," Olson said. "But respect and fear,
I think, are two different
things."
In 1985, Olson's first NCAA
team at Arizona played a firstround game at Albuquerque,
N.M., and lost to Alabama 5041.
In 1986, Arizona visited Long
Beach, Calif., losing a firstrounder to Auburn, 73-63.

Last year, the Wildcats danced at home, but to the same
tune. Texas-El Paso came into
McKale Center and beat Arizona
98-91 in overtime.
A year ago, the Wildcats were
18-12, making the West field as
the 10th seed. This season's veterans readily admit they were
awed, fearful or outmanned the
first few or three times they
played in the NCAA Tournament.
They say that's not the case
now, coming as they are off a
regular season season in which
they won three tournaments, including the Great Alaska Shootout and the Fiesta Classic in
which they beat Michigan, Syracuse and Duke.

This year's trip will be to
Pauley Pavilion at Los Angeles
for a first-round meeting with
Ivy League champion Cornell,
the last-place seed in the West.
A year ago, point guard Steve
Ken- sat out what would have
been his senior season because
of reconstructive knee surgery.
Arizona started five underclassmen and their only senior
was a reserve guard.
Kerr came back this season to
provide the leadership for a
team that features three other
seniors, earning a spot on the
Ail-American second team. The
only underclassmen among the
starters, junior forward Sean
Elliott, was a first-team pick.

WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
AMERICAN :

I LUNG ASSOCIATION.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
CORNER OF CLOUGH & MERCER (BEHIND WENDY'S)
•Rent includes gas heat
•Spacious 2 bdrm, apts. furnished
•Fast, dependable 24 hr. maintenance
Rental office located at Amherst Village
1520 Clough (behind Wendy's)
352-0164

• ln-house laundry centers
•Plenty of storage area
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

Call for an appointment!

This Spring Break, catch a
Greyhound to the Beach, the
mountains or your hometown.
For $99.00 round-trip, you and
your friends will have a great
time when you go Greyhound.

8

GO GREYHOUND
And leave the driving ID US.

For Further Information Call

353-5982

'et hookedon out

eafood
Feast
Fish and Chips
Three tender fish fillets breaded and golden fried.
Served with crisp french fries, cole slaw,
dinner roll, tartar sauce and lemon wedge.
(Another potato, onion rings or wild rice may be substituted tor trench fries)

$3?5

Baked or Broiled Cod Dinner $4.99
Fish Sandwich Combination $3.49
Breaded deep-fried fish sandwich with french fries and cole slaw.

Scallops Dinner $4.99

America loves g
itsBigBoy !

Gorman.
□ Continued from page 8.
Gorman was joined on the team by Ohio University's Kristen
Holt and Laura Reding, Western Michigan's Ruth Ann Wisniewski and MAC Freshman of the Year, Sue Nissen, of Central Michigan.
But Gorman now finds herself in a position the others do not
— the NCAA tournament.
"Winning the MAC (tournament) was like winning the state
in high school," Gorman said. "This (the NCAAs) is more exciting because we have a chance to keep advancing."
Freshmen have been known to come up big in big games. For
instance, Nissen scored 23 points in Central's tournament semi-final game.
However, Gorman played an even bigger role in the tourney
final against WMU. with the Broncos threatening BG's lead
late in the game, she drilled three long-range jumpers to keep
WMUatbay.
"I always go out to do the best I can," she said. "I'm gaining
a little confidence and hopefully I can continue to contribute."

Classifieds
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• BQ PRO I
Nexl meeting s Wed Msrch 16 m 316 «W
Hal at 8 00 PM Mary Quern ol Marketing and
Consulting 0>oup (an advertising-PR Arm) wi
be our speaker
PEACE EDUCATION SERIES
Women end Peace side show
7 30 pm tonight UCF Center
313 Thursbn st Ridge
AU yOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
Monday Wednesday-Friday
2 5 PM $3 75
ASM MEETING
Wednesday 18th. 7 30 PM
Alumni Surte-Union
Joint Meslnu with the Accounting CM)
Attention al Juniors S Sartors"
[Onvlcron Delta Kappa la now accepting spHcelloiisl AppfcaHons can be obtained from
405 Student Service. ( may Be returned lo ma
JAO oMce. 3rd floor Unwersity Union
Orracran Dees Kappa la a national leadership
honor society a is recognized as one ol the
highest honors a University student can earn.
Al apcecatJons must be received by March 30
So. Apply Nowl
ATTENTION JUNIOR DIETETICS MAJORS
Interested In helping your student pears? Interested In working with s service organization?
> so. apply to be a PEER NUTRmON CONSULTANT m the Student Wsanaea Center Appacasone now available at the Wen [220 Student
Health Center. 372-83021 Deedsne • Apr! 15

SOLO L£AC€RSItlP-LEAHNtNG
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
Topic. Time Menagement
Mon. March 28-4:30 PM-Orso Suite Urnon
For reservation* cal 2-2843

STWOERS CAFE
S 79 Subs alter 10 PM
Eat m only

LOST A FOUND

SAE BED RACES
FOUND: One checkbook wRh 5 checks left
Michael J. Bove can cat (41S) 848-2318 10
dean his checks I to identity another Item
round! Or Have a miaaaye n OCMB 8101

The results tor the fraternities were
FIrsl-KAPPA SIGMA Second-DELTA TAU
DELTA

Sororities

FOUND: one pair wire framed glasses in hoi
pa* case on E. Woosler (by State Otecount)
Cat Juts at 382-8883 10 cell

Frtt-KAPPA DELTA Sacond-PI BETA PHI
Spirit CHI OMEGA
jnd^ononjtulBtjona^^^

LOST A GOLD KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
SOROFOTY PtN THE PIN rS H THE SHAPE OF
A KEY PLEASE CALL 372-4222 IF FOUND

"Cette WTtte and Doug Ruch"
The Sweetest PI Phi
and the No. 1 Slg Ep
make a truly specie! comblnetlon!
Conrjralulattona on your snafcenng
Catry (Kale) squared

LOST: Raymond Wen watch, white face, black
strap Deep sentimental value
REWARD
352-3428

RIDES
PAde Needed for 2 to Deytona Beech, Fa), for
Sprmg Break Cal 353-8210 or 353-601 5
HOE NEEDED TO TORONTO THIS WEEKEND
Mi SHARE GAS CALL SANORO AT
372-2301 OR 352-7304

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon.-Frl. 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE

SERVICES OFFERED

EKI MEMBEBS-THIS B IT
Ihe leal meeting before Spring Breek
Dont forget! It's at the Resource Room
127 Hayes Hal, st 7 00 PM, TONTTE

The Brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epsaon
would Ike to thenk al those that
portWpeted m the fifth annual

••PI PHIS"
Good luck on rrvjd-terme Heng «i there. SPRING
BREAK Is almost herell
•Attention Ad CluB MembersAd Club is going tor a record by having two
meetings In s row' Elections for officers wB be
held Wednesday March 16th a! 7 30 PM in the
Community Suite. Union. Come and make your
vote count or run lor an office yours**1'
ADPI ADPI ADPI ADPI ADPI ADPI ADPI
LITTLE JUNE ZECH
WHO ■ YOUR BKS7I7
You'l And out tonight!
ADPI Love and mine. Your BIG

24 HOUR
TYPWG • WORD PROCESSING
362-1818
A to Z Data Center
Hefprig you meet aB your typing needs
148 S Mail 352 5042
Abortion, morning after Ueatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center for Choice II. Totodo.O 255-7769

JAZZAEROBIC WORKOUT
Classes designed to m both advanced and
bargaining levels VISIT AND GET ONE FREE
WORKOUT. Classes held 6-7 PM MR at the
Natl Guard Armory 212 E. Wooeter

GRADUATING SENIORS 4 QUALIFYING
JUNIORS!
interested In a career flying high performance
mwtary JET arcratt in the Air National Guard?
Cal Dave PHer (419) 866-2035

REMINDER There are exceesnt student
leaching placements (al majors) avaaabte In the
CLEVELAND area (east and weal suburbs), the
Loran county area and the FIRELANOS COL
LEGE area PLAN NOW for Fal. 1988 or Spring. 1989 Inquire al Room 318, Coesge ol
Education or cal Dr Mary Joyce Lunn at (218)
235-3885

TYPING SERVICES lor al types of papers tndurjng dissertations using Xerox Memory
Writer Cal 352-3987 from 8 I m -9 p.m.
• RANDY ROOF •
Congratulations on your Greek Athlete of the
Year Award. I'm so proud of you! Get psyched
la Florida!
Love, Karen

Coed Bcycta) Tours
Colorado Rocloes 1988 Whitewater retting,
teeping, van support Coeege Cycle Tours.
(313)357-1370

But tonne you wB ass- who your big tr* be'
Get excited' UL. Your Bkj

Congralulaaona to the
Kappa Delta bedracers!
"Ocod Job"
-The ewers of PI Beta Phi
DALY 0RB4K SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon.-Frl. 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE
OemyExsdty how many chicks actuaty rjg you?
WtthLov*A "Safe" Chick
Deaa Sigma PI
Bkj MARK WILES
Thanhs lor al your help a encouragement dor
ng pMglng I couloh't haw rjono II wftriout you
Love. Marda
PS CongrehAttiorie far bang elected Smax
V P (I knew you could do HI)
Deaa Sigma Pi
Hosprtatty Management Sockity
ELECTIONS
March 18, 1B88 at 8 00 PM <i the
Oreo Sure). Union
Hope lo sea you there'
Happy Birthday, babel
Have a greet break n Deytona!
You deserve it'
Love. Tom

KKQ Messes Pucketl KKQ
Ccrvrjrstustlons on outstanding
Psnriol Cabinet Member!

2 femetoa to sublease s house dose to campus
for the eummer $200 a utsWes Cal 353 3836

LT Cathy Brauttgsri.
Oat elicited lor tonight!
Wei make a greet palr
I love my frrbe.

Female roommate now or summer Own room.
Phone 362-1879

UL.
Your Big
MARCH la EMOTIONAL WEUNESS
MONTH
Learn to aaaaas your Btiaatuiai as a person. In
order lo maintain satisfying rstsBdisrSps wtth
others. For more kiformetton on this dlmeneion
of wetness and others, vejit the Wei
NCAA BASKETBALL
Women's firat round action
U.I FM-WBOU
UvefromPfaJy
WEDNESDAY 9 30
with Deen DHmer and Tun Pa.
YOUH NCAA CONNECTION

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MARCH 31
Offce: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-12,1-7 Weekdays 10-4 Saturdays

Female wanted to shere home-Whltehouse 20
rrwi from campus, rwceyard. garden $165snd
half of utilities. 1-877-0983 attar 7.
1-877-5209 days
KEYBOARD PLAYER NEEDED: Estabeshed
Toledo-area pop-rock band seeks new
keyboerd pleyer Sea Bret at 211 West Hal or
cal 419-382-8942
WANTED: 1, 2, or 3 tomato roornrraMaa for
summer snd-or fat-spring ssmsossrs. Very nice
house, dose to campus Reasonable rent.
352 1868
WANTED One nonsmoking mate to I
two bedroom-two bathroom apartment Fal
1988 only Cal 353-5318
We buy csrs. wrecked, lunked or anything!
PH 352-6134

O's Herbs 8 Vbarnrna Store NOW HAS JOE
WEIDER'S Energy Orink Orange and Lemon
Flavored and Ammo Acids 186 S Mam BQ

ShaNy Van Foeean a Susie Mania
Five rises tor Deytona
1. No leas than five hours In the sun
2 Bathing suits on lor at toast half the day
3 Onty one moel a day lor met svelte look
4 Watch out for those listens
5 VM Bob at toast once a day
Get psyched, gats' We're going to Iwf a beat!
Leva ye.
Laurie

#One and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
ft Heat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
T^On Site Management
ft Full-time Maintenance
ft Swimming Pools
ft Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
ft Special Summer Rates

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD: APPLICATIONS ARE DUE WEDNESDAY. MARCH 18 FOR THE 1988 89 UNTVERSTY tsTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR
APPLICATIONS AND MORE INFORMATION.
CONTACT THE IM OFFICE. 108 SRC.
372-2484.

1 or 2 rwrvemoklng stutfous. but tun female
roommates needed for 88-89 school year Apt
on Frazee Cal 372-4832 or 372-3893
SOON!

SENSIBLE "FUN IN THE SUN"
Sensible precautions taken early in Me can prevent Ihe occurrence of at least 90% of si skin
cancers. Learn to tan safety now. Coma to the
frith annual FUN IN THE SUN program. Weariesdey. March 16, «i the Union Foyer from 9 AM lo
4 PM SPONSORED BY THE WELL

3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road

Tom Tom.
THANKS FOR THE BEST 3 MONTHS OF MY
LIFE. YOU'VE MADE AU THE DIFFERENCE"
I LOVE YOU.
YOUR SWEETIE

KKQ Katharine SpRer KKG
CuiitjfaUaaBons on your appointment as
UAO Okector of Pubec Rataaonal

Seeking PEER NUTRITION CONSULTANTS
tor the 1988-89 academic yean Appscatlons
now available lor al (urnor dietetics mejors Slop
by or cat THE WELL (220 Smdent Hearth
Center. 372-8302) Deadane a) Apr! 18.

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!

To my Alpha DM LITTLE ONDY ANDES
Sunday wa met-e day n never forget
Monday I toft you a caja-you didn't know who I
was BOOMOOi
Tuesday I ton you another- and you ask) OH
BROTHER
But tonkjM you wB see--who your Dig wfl be
Oat Excited! UL. Your Alpha Del Big

WANTED

Pea Green at Potyeyes
Green Beer at Campus Potyeyes
Sun-Thurs

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

To my Alpha Del LITTLE TAMMY CHRISTY.
Sunday we met- A day I'l never forget
Monday I toft you a due You didn't know who I
was BOOHCO'
Tuesday, I toft you another and you said OH
BROTHER
But tonSe you wB aee-who your big wB be
Get exerted' UL. Your Alpha DeB fag

KKQ Liz Not KKG
Congratulations on your selection into
Order of Omega

ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
Mondsy-Wednesday Friday
2-5 PM $3.76
Amnesty In
I wW only be satisfied
wtv#n its nw<MQ# is rtMundwH. only wtwii
HM UN of tortur* tnd aiactrtlon b*com*» M
untWnkaM* as tlawy, only whan pottUcal
bnprftonmont la tacognlzad as a oogradtog
chuilaooa to -data, whan tba wort of Amoaa
ty Inianvattonal t-acomas unnacoaaary. TTM>
world Is far from that point.
-Amnesty InternaBonal
BGSU Campus Group
OCM6 4749

To my Alpha Del LITTLE TAMMY MCDOWELL
Sunday we met-a day 11 never forget
Monday I toft you a due-you ddnl know who I
was-BooHooi
Tuesday I tan you another -end you aak) "Oh

BOW CONCERT AND UNIVERSITY BAND
M CONCERT
Thursday. March 17. 1988
Jay C Jackson 1 Arm E. QrxxJwin
conductors
8 00 PM
Kcbacker Hal
FREE

PERSONALS

IfO Sudani FHwi OrgenlzalMn-le showing
THE COTTON CLU» tMs Wedneeday. March
18 at 1:00 PM Hi 108 South He*. H's FREEI

BGSU Society for Technical Communication
Guest Speaker Gary Getton
of
KMS Fusion
Wed 18 March RM 118 Tech Bug

Easter Basket Raffle
Omega Pis Alpha wi be aaang tickets In
University Hal from 10 00 to 4 00 on Tuesday.
March 29. Price of the tickets are $50 each or
3 lor a SI Drawings wB be heal on Wednee
day. March 30 Al proceeds wB be donated to
Easier Seats.

"NEED A CARING RESPONSE
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCY'
CALL
FIR8T HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
AT 354-HOPE
FOR
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
INFORMATION AND SUPPORT
WERE HERE TO HELP YOU THROUGH

SOLO LEADERSHIP LEARNteS
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
TOOK Motivation
Wed, March 30-7 PM Campus Room-Union
For reaervetlona cat 2-2843

SMppy,
Woodstock I was qurte a Hast
Too bad It didn't tost
Loved lo toam those wresting moves
We guess it doss al go to prove
That baakstbel players lust aren't right
We need man In wresting tights'"
Love, your 2 beeteet buddies?!?
(ys think?)

YOUNG PFSDFESStONAL FEMALE SEEKING
ROOMMATE TO SHARE EXPENSES. MCE
FURN APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS. LYNNE
354-3251 AFTER 8 PM

HELP WANTED
- ATTENTION: Technical Writing Majors. Technical Edrtlng Ma
Mrs a Enrjash Majors
The BQ News
needs copy editors Please cal Jud Kopp st
372-2803 tor more Info
200 Counselors 1 Instructors III I fit 111
Private, coed summer csmp In Poeono Mountains. Northeastern Perm. Lohlkan. PO BOX
214BO. KsilHworth. NJ 07OS3 (201-270-06S5.
Bartenders and waareeeea wanted LaRoe's
Restaurant Grand Rapids. OH 832-3082
FEDERAL. STATE 8 CIVIL SERVICE Jobs
119.846- $69.89! s year Now Hakig-Cal
JOB UNE 1-518-459-3811 Ext-F1535A 24
HR.
LOCKER. AMERICAS MOST CXDMPLETE
ATHLETI FOOTWEAR RETAILER. IS NOW OFFERING WTnFtNSHtPS IN B Q AND TOLEDO
AREA ALL MERNS WILL BE PLACED IN
MANAGER TRAINEE eOSITIONS UPON
GRADUATION FLEXIBLE HOURR. APPLY IN
PERSON AT FOOT LOCKER. WOODLAND
MALL. B G
Generel Counselors.
Group leaders, arts-crafts rjrector. tfeguerds
(W.S.I.). Nurse, food suop . cooks Oustisss
mgr Camps located In Oiluusisatat and
Lulling VA Cal the Gal Scout Counci ol the
ktsttone Caprtal (202) 337 4300

STINGERS CAFE
J 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eatmorsy
Sungtosses by Panama Jack
One-fourth OFF'
The Powder Purl 625 Ridge
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPStLON
CONGRATULATE THE FOLLOWING
BROTHERS:
DAN WEIST AMD MaXE WHTTAKER ON
WINNING
AJJ.-FRATERMTY DOUBLES RAQUETBALL
OREO LANGENDERFER ON
AN OUTSTANDING BED RACE
TOM RICHARDS FOR A GREAT DAD'S DAY
THE FALCONS M PHJU.Y!
Live NCAA Women's B-Bsl Coverage
(6 30
III FM-WBOU
Your NCAA Connection

TawSBKEL.
Thank you for a tantai
ekend Ih
ttme (even though I couldn't wear my prom
•I
Sham

1

lYou choose the Subi
we'll fill the Mug

HtflMQI!
Metropoetsn Poola la NOW Iwmg UFEGUAROS
tor summer help In Cuya, Portage and Lake
County Must be CERTIFIED m Lileeaving ICPR
■ prefened) Cal 741 9451 NOW for an interview
NEED MONEY FOR SPRING BREAK? HENRY
J'S THE FlJNORtNKERY IS NOW HMMO
ENEROETIC. FUN PEOPLE. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING AND CAR POOLING
AVAILABLE APPLY IN PERSON AT HENRY
J'S 1532. BYRNE GLENBYRNE CENTER SUN
WED. AFTER 8.00 PM
Brother-Sister Camps-(Mass)
> Etutsnd Brorj
vKuMsr for
MehKee^ec
tor IBoys Denbee for Obis.
■weior poaiaons
boalaons for
fi Program Spedessts Al
Courwata
Teem Sports, oapecfafy Basebal, nsekslwl.
Field Hockey. Soccer, and Vrjeeybal. 25 Tennis openings also. Archery. Fatajry end Bating:
other openinge Indude Performing Arts. Fin*
Arts. Yearbook. Photography. Video. Cooking.
Sewing. Rceerskslirvg. Rocketry. Ropes, and
Smal Craft: Al Waterfront sctMbss (Swimming.
Sksng. SmeJ Craft) houke Aoaon Camping
(Boys) 190 Linden Avs . Gton Ridge NJ
07028: (Gats) 44 Center Grove Road. H-21.
Randolph. NJ 07889
Phone (Boya)
201 429-6622 (Qtrtsl 201-328-2727.
NY.NY loving Ismatos svtng m aflluent suburbs
outside NYC are laaiastsd m Nrtng energetic,
ttoxtjls $ loving hrjvtduats to be tMHn chad
care providers Perfect tob tor someone who
loves chldren $ trsvsang 11* inlereeted in tskng a year off. Also, summer poefnons avssabto
Ptoese writ* or cal Pam Keeey (203)
464-7947 5 Rao!* HI Rd. Wnlpnrt. CT
06680

toQMOi't q^cl^Georas'sspadaL
Tsco sab. German Delight,
Vegetarian, Monty. Hawaiian
Pwwch. CheT. Deaeht. Regaler. or
Roast Beef

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round
Europe. S Amar . Auatrsaa. Asw Al fields
$900-2000 mo Skjmseeog Free mfo Write
UC. PO Bx 52-OH03 Corona DM Mar. CA
92625
WAITRESSES NEEDED PART TIME MUST BE
21. PLEASANT PERSONALITY INTERVIEWS
THURSDAY AT 4:00 PM D J S BAR. 808 S
MAM. B G
Wood Creek Farm and Greenhouse
taring tor seasonal help Cygnet. OH 655-3086

FOR SALE
1988 Chevy Spectrum. 4 door. S speed,
stereo. AC. good cond 20,000 ml $6200 or
take over payments Cal 362-5781
2 ROUNO-TRa* TICKETS DETROIT TO FORT
MTYERS..FLORIOA J-11 TO 3-M. 1200 each.
WM eel separately. CeH Jen 372-2SOS
2 SPRINGSTEEN TICKETS
Detroit, March 21*1
Cal 354-8116
Anyone interested In an at-expenee pstd trip to
Deytona Florida over Spring Break Cal
354-5722
Can you buy Jeeps. Csrs, 4x4's Seized m drug
rejda tor under $100? Cal for tacts today.
602-837-3401 E«t 299
ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR BRAND NEW 2
POWER CORDS AND WINDOW MOUNT INCLUDED $175 CALL 352 6009
For Set. Stereo. Fisher turntable Receiver
Equator, dual tape deck, Pioneer CD, EPI
3 way speakers. Wat urst. 7 CDs Asking $800.
w* also sal components Mike 354 6517
HART SKIS 200 cm with Tyros. 280
. $125 Cal Ken at 353 3436
Honda Aspencsde 1200 cc fu»y equipped 10
months old. 362-6343 or 372-2007
VUARNET. RAY-BAN
SERENQETTI. WAYFARER
I OS DISCOUNT WITH AD
1022 N PROSPECT 352-2502

FOR RENT
1 bdrm apartntonts for summer 1968 and
88-89 school yeer
128 S. Summit
1-287-3341
I bdrm. turn, apt aval, for eummer as of 6-7.
Rant $120 a mo S uM and • negot. OCMB
5758 or 354-0104 after 4
1 semesterUtosse $340amontn Furnished
efficiency. Al utaWee paid Kneed number toft.
PH 354-3182 or 352-1520
2 bdrm. sot. for summer 88. Close to cempus.
pool. AC. Jafiwasriei 1, 2. or 3 rmtaa. Rant
negot 352-4990 or 362-2027
APARTMENTS FOR RENT, t AND 12 MONTH
LEASES, CALL TM AT 352-7112
APTS FOR 1988-89. Summer 88
800 Third SI-2 bdrm, 4 parson occupancy
824 Sixth St 2 bdrm. 2-3 parson occupancy
Qaa heeled. AC. ample perking, laundry
i Owners pay al uaettss except otoctflc
I rates. Cal 352-4988 (between 5
PM and 10PM)
BEST HOUSE M B G FOR SOMMEH 88 TWO
OR MORE SUBLEASES AVAILABLE VERY
NEGOTIABLE 354-4520 JIM OR RANDY
CONVENENCE PLUS COMFORT
Fianrahsd Efficiency Apsrtments
FREE HEAT. A.C. I WATER
Prtveta Parking
9 or 12 mo I
CALL RE. MANAGEMENT TODAY!
152-8M2

FOR RENT
Excslant location on comer of Court and Summl Street Summer only. $90 a mo. aa. for lour
studsnts LW odudsd CM lor toss than four or
Iraormetton 352-2032
QUADS OR OUt€T UHDERORADS
2 bdrm 2-3 people 12 month tease
FREE heat, AC, cooking, water
VEBY ATTRACTIVE BUtLDSNQ

iia-mi
We have a few summsr rentals

House for rent: Summer and-or Fal. Woostar
across from cempus 362-8000
HOUSES FOR 88-89 SCHOOL YEAR
PLEASE CALL 354 7701
OR 362-2330 AFTER 6:00

Jey Msr Apertments
803-815 Eighth Street
Summsr > Fal Rente* sterling at
$356 a month Furn-Unlum. laundry. AC
New owner speck*: FREE Cable TV
mstMetton I tossed tor Fal by
6-15-88
354-8038 803-1081

LOOKING FOR LUXURY
ROCKLEDOE MANOR
Ltoated number I Mtolill. 2 bdrm ,
2 tut bath*, dtohweehei. apadous
And MoraLOOK TODAY!
R.E aUNAOEMENT 1524102

Must subtoaae 1 bdrm spt --furnished, doee to
cernpus. AC-for summer $600
Now tossing May thru Aug Leeses 1.2 or 3
bdrm. apt* 1 houses Ye*, we do etow pets
353-1336
w 2 bdrm. apts for
$360 s month plus utaMse. Cal 669-3148
Smoking roommetss lor Spring and Fal
ke 3530344
fluttlim: On* bedroom apt X s quart
ntant Ocaaon A ilitll ■s.iilsHMati
363-1076 eftar 7:00 PM

FINAL 2 DAYS

Summer Rene**- 3 month toaee*
Apartment*- Houses- Rooms
Phone 362-7386

P,.«4>ntthl.o<lTor

2WR1 „

•AON.-TUES.-WeDTo you door or at aw atorv
Feed 16or eetami

■*_

to—••.

MUG

A"*" So

945 South Main ■*••"»"
FREE DELIVERY DAILY
,rom,,AM

352-7571

^^AA^lMto-0^.
—
■ •^=i'l
NOMINATED FOR ACADEMY AWARDS
INCLUOING. BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTRESS

'ATAL
LTTRACTIOr
AT 7:15 ANq 9:15 PM

TAKE A LOOK AT
AFFORDABLE. 2 BDRM. 1 1-2 BATH
APARTMENTS. FURNISHED AND UNFURN
9 or 12 mo tosses aveeabto
TAU A LOOK TODAY!
R.E. MANAQCMENT

MMM2

To share • largo, aftuidaule with two Ismstst
end another mate tor urxrjraing summer Fo
more No eel Chi* M 353 7511

Falcon kcrs set sights on
return trip to Lake Placid

Marcbie. 1988
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The players and coaches of the 1987-68 BGSU
hockey team
TUBGWews
214 West Hall
BGSU

Bosrllnj Green. Ohio 43403

Scott Pahtch't dream was topley for the United St*t*a'hockey seem mlsvlmotrlha Wmatr
Otyntptzs. But eke drmsm Barer m»*rri»Jlsrcf a Fahrcb watched Team USA from a tiring
room along wrth the reel of America.

brTomSlwmlTtt.

Joel when rhhtga looked worm rear tUHkotv,m*n*naw*lagMnodrb*Bqvt*4im*at»l»
•rul toe rest of me season. Senior csrrtaln SctW PaJuch exrJaJnj tow/lag Greens eerry wx&
Mad the evantual cure m an exefdatve column.

by Scad takaeb

wliere does BG go Iflt beats Vermont mh week? Who does archrival Michigan State play m
me flrriroand of NCAA r^yc^7l^d»ut what tim store tar tech NCAA qualifier froentbe
tourney brackets.

by Tom SsurnihrrB

Twelre wertis. many of wlucb Falcon tkm nereraee, will take part In the NCAA
Tournament Learn some Intereedng facts about the uams, schook and regions of each
•quad.

by Tom Steed and
Murk Hunlebrlnker

The Pakotn experienced a one-of-a-kind weekend m Detroit a Jo* Louis Arena. Local
photographer* caught aome of the moments on a CCHA Championship picture-page.

by BG Photographers)

Lake PlacMS legacy may come from Team USA's Miracle on Ice' tn I960. But Bowling
Green Una hare a miracle ottbelr own as remember. Take a oakk trip back u 1984 and the
Falcons NCAA Chataptonahrp victory

byrjonH.oa*«y

The members ofBowUngGreeo s 19B3-84 Chaaapkrahlp team hare gone their separate
wayaln the last four years. Some are playmgm the national Hockey league while others
are m the minors A few stillcan be found on the streets of Bowling Cream.

byDonrfcoaWy

Mo one knows Falcon hockey better than Don Woods Bowling Gtem's equipment manager
bat worked for the Unrrerarty since the 1960s and has seen Bowling Green entire from a
ckrb team to a national powerhouse

by Mark Huntabrlnkw

FROM ALL OF US AT

Churchill's

GROCER

CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE 1987-88 FALCON
HOCKEY TEAM.
Those of you headed for Spring Break
make Churchill's Grocer your lasf
stop soufh.
1141 S. Main

Bowling Green
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Team evolvement key to turnaround
by At Franco
The most Important development
responsible for the Falcons secondhalf success was the evolvement Into
a true team. Sure, many groups of
players with Identical logos on their
uniforms are called teams, but there's
a difference between those squads
and the teams In the upper echelon of
college hockey.
It's like the person you sit next to In
class. The first few weeks you only
say a few words — make fun of the
profs hairstyle or something. As the
weeks grow Into months, you start
exchanging notebooks and Inviting
him Into your social scene. After the
semester's over, you are friends for
life or at least the remainder of college.
When you take Into account nine
new players donning the burnt orange and seal brown this season, the
prior analogy Is essentially what's
happened to this year's squad.
"What pleases us most about this
particular year Is where we were one
year ago at Joe Louis, and then where
we are right now." BG head coach
Jerry York said. "We have nine new
faces In our line-up. That's a tremendous turnover for a college team."
Early In the season. BG was Just going through the motions. After 17
games, the Falcons record was a mediocre 8-8-1. Then, something happened —they turned Into a team.
"We were developing very slowly,
around the .500 mark," York said.
"Since the Maine Tournament (Dec.
27-28), we have really come along as

York

"We were developing very slowly,
around the .500 mark. Since the Maine
Tournament (Dec. 27-28), we have really come along as a dub, and I think we
have a genuine chance for the national titie."
-Jerry York

a club, and I think we have a genuine
chance for the national title."
Since Western Michigan swept BG
the weekend of Dec. 4-5, the Falcons
have been scorching the college
hockey circuit, leaving opponents as

burn victims at a pace which not even
Smokey the Bear could extinguish.
There have been many dramatic
Improvements In Individual play as a
result of the team "finding Itself."
Senior Don Barber, who was an

Photo by Mark Thalman

AU-CCHA honorable mention selection one year ago, went 11 games
without a goal, while dishing out only
11 assists. To add Injury to Insult,
Barber sat out six games with cartilage damage to his knee.
But In the last 22 games, Barber
has become one of the hottest players
In college hockey. He scored 18 goals
and and 34 assists for 52 points giving him a total of 63 to date. In the
process. Barber was named MVP of
the Dexter Shoe Classic where BG
defeated Alaska-Fairbanks and then
namber-one ranked Maine.
He also finished fifth In the CCHA
In scoring and most recently was
voted to the CCHA All-Tournament
team for his play at Joe Louis Arena.
Another vast Improvement has
been the play of netmlnder Paul Conned whose record stood at 6-5-1 over
the first 17 games with a lofty goalsagalnst average of 5.24. Since then.
Connell has gone 19-3-1 (25-8-2 on
the season) and with an Impressive
3.58 GAA (4.16 on the season). Connell was named MVP of the CCHA
tournament.
On the whole, BG Is 20-3-1 In their
last 24 games — the best record in the
nation through the stretch. The strong
camaraderie has shown in every facet
of the game.
"We have a great team relationship," goaltender Paul Connell
said. "We really play well together
and all get along very well. We're Just
going out with a positive attitude —
going out to win. It was a long beginning of the season, and we're not going to live In the past."

CASE1TS
HAMBURGERS
Get a resume that can do the job! With
Kinko's Laser Typesetting service, you get
Professional results and save money, too!

kinko's
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter's)

354-3977

Good luck to the 1987-88
Falcon leers in your
quest for the
National Championship!
Sun.-Thurs.
10:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Frl. & Sat.
10:30 a.m.-l 1:00 p.m.
1025 N. Main St.
I

I IT tf\ I.11. 'B=

^y
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Olympic miss no setback for Paltich
BG defenseman leads icers after shaking off Team USA snubbing
by Tom Skernlvitz
ABC-TV brought the athletes of last
month's Winter Olympics "up close
and personal" to millions of viewers
across America.
For Scott Paluch. though, the
broadcasting corporation's efforts
didn't quite fulfill the intimacy he had
anticipated from the 1988 Games.
Paluch, a senior defenseman on
Bowling Green's hockey team, had
hoped to skate among the world's
best last month. Clad In red, white
and blue instead of his usual burnt
orange and seal brown, he would live
out his own "miracle on Ice" Inside
Calgary's Saddledome. "It's the dream
of anyone to play In the Olympics."
Paluch said.

But long before the Olympic flame
had burnt out In the Canada night last
month, Paluch's quest for a spot on
Team USA had faded away.
Seven months earlier In the summer heat of Greensboro, N.C., Paluch
faced the grim reality every athlete
fears. He had failed to make the cut.
Despite participating In the Olympic Festival three-consecutive summers, the Chicago native had not Impressed the U.S. Hockey Committee
enough to make a reduction from 80
skaters to 29.
"I went down there and was extremely happy with the way I
played," Paluch, who dished out two
assists and played on the gold-medal
North squad, said. "The opportunity

Photo by Mark Tfcalaaaa

Paluch

"Ton always try and brace yourself for that
sort of letdown — bat It was an empty feeling. I
remember being really down. It's a goal — a
dream — to play in the Olympics. At that moment it was over."
-Scott Paluch

was there. Being there the three
years, you give yourself a legitimate
shot. It was a good feeling.
"So whatever happened after that
was their decision and something you
have to live with."
Dealing with the situation wasn't so
easy at the time of the cut.
One by one, Paluch listened to
Team USA coach Dave Peterson read
aloud the surnames of 29 survivors.
"UacDonald, Mlllen. Bourbeau, Lavlolelle. Granalo. Rlchler, Miller .
Twenty-nine times the prayers of
young Americans were answered.
Twenty-nine times Scott Paluch died.
His name passed without crossing
Peterson's lips.
In the span of a few racing heartbeats, a vision nurtured by countless
hours of dedication had ended. The
"Pooch," as he is affectionately referred to by friends, had been dogged.
"You always try and brace yourself
for that sort of letdown — but It was
an empty feeling," Paluch said. "I remember being really down. It's a goal
—a dream — to play In the Olympics.
"At that moment It was over." Paluch solemnly returned to Chicago
and prepared for the upcoming Central Collegiate Hockey Association
season. By last month's Olympics,
times had turned for the better as the
Falcons were on their way to becoming the ' hottest team In collegiate
hockey.
Meanwhile. Team USA — scorched
by numerous defensive lapses — saw
Its medal hopes melt away. By closing
ceremonies, the squad's future had
been cast In cold Iron Instead of gold.
Paluch, who said he has no hard
feelings toward anyone concerning
his snubbing, defended the Americans In response to the verbal beating
the team and Peterson received from
the critics.
"Despite what happened, they
were a very talented team," BG's captain said. "Their defensemen were
some great players. Then- style was

based around an offensive attack and
that's the way they went at It.
"It worked for awhile — even In
the key games. But It came down to
discipline and the European teams
came out In the end."
Paluch also knows what It feels like
to come out on top In the long run.
As BG enters this weekend's NCAA
first-round series with Vermont. Paluch tops all league defenseman with
55 points. That amount — totaled by
12 goals and 43 assists — ranks Paluch fourth on BG's scoring chart.
This season Paluch re-wrote the BG
record books. He set the BG record for
points by a defenseman, tied by
Chuck Gyles and Gary Galley with
152. Paluch now has 163 points
He also shattered Brian McKee's
school record for most career goals by
a defenseman. McKee had 40, while
Paluch has netted 46.
More Importantly to the Falcons,
his leadership skills held together a
defense deemed shaky at best
throughout the first half of the
season.
His efforts during the 1987-88
campaign were recognized by CCHA
coaches after they honored him FirstTeam, All-CCHA. Paluch also garnered a First-Team honor In last
week's CCHA Tournament, which BG
won for the first time.
Paluch, a fifth-round draft choice of
the National Hockey League's St.
Louis Blues, said his Immediate plans
concern the upcoming NCAA Tournament only. Post-BG details have
taken a back seat to a possible pro career.
"If s a situation where you play out
the year and wait and see what happens," Paluch said. "It's totally their
(St Louis') decision.
"But during the year you Just concentrate on the college season.
"You don't even let that other stuff
cross your mind because Its so Important to keep your mind focused on the
Job at hand."
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From blue line to byline .
by Scott Palnch

games.

This past weekend marked a very
jubilant time for Bowling Green's
leers.
Saturday night's 5-3 victory over
the Lake Superior Lakers coupled
with a 6-4 win over arch rival Michigan State gave the Falcons a very long
awaited CCHA Playoff Championship.
It was a tremendous feeling for the
team as the celebration went on following the game. The victory was a
continuation of a pretty good streak
BG has put together since early
December following four consecutive
losses to Michigan State and Western
Michigan.
Those losses put the Falcons below
.500 In the CCHA at 7-8-1 and an
even 8-8-1 overall mark. From that
time on, BG has compiled an Impressive 20-3-1 mark In the last 24

It Is no secret that times were pretty
tough for us In early December. This
was not the type of record that

FIRST ROUND
MARCH 18,19 OR 20

QUARTERFINALS
MARCH 25,26 OR 27

anyone — Including ourselves —
thought we would have approximately midway through the season.
For a team picked by the coaches to
finish second In the conference, It

Photo by Paal Vernon
SEMIFINALS
LAKE PLACID

was pretty tough battling for sixth
and seventh place.
Early on, things just were not clicking together. Offensively, we were
scoring goals. However, as a team we
were just making too many mistakes
defensively and giving up too many
good scoring chances.
Despite the way the season was going, the character of the team remained through It all. Of course, as is
the case in any slump, you find
players asking what has to be done to
turn things around.
However, despite asking questions,
the team's attitude was always there.
Our team comedians were still keeping the locker room loose before
games. Our cheerleaders were always
there for a shout of encouragement.
The character was always there.
The Western weekend was a disaster on the scorecard. However, It Is
Sec BG Insight, page 12

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
LAKE PLACID

at MAINE (31-6-2)(#1 East)
VERMONT (21-9-3) (#5 East)
at
BOWLING GREEN (28-11-2) (M W)
MARCH 31
MERRIMACK (3Z-4)

(#6West)

at
NORTHEASTERN (18-12-4)(WE)
at LAKE SUPERIOR (31-6-6) (#2 West)
APRIL 2
NATIONAL
CHAMPION

at ST. LAWRENCE (27-7) (WEast)
LOWELL (19-16-1) (#6 East)

•
at
WISCONSIN (28-12-1) (#3 West)
APRIL 1
MICHIGAN STATE (25-144) (#5 W)
at
HARVARD (21-9) (#4 East)
at MINNESOTA (32-8) (#1 West)

West
*2

MINNESOTA
Ht wields ■ blg|cr stick thin Klrby Pucse(i H« has • hotter glove hand than third bsumu Cur
Gaettl Aad he's b«en called on to snake more saves than Jeff Icardon.
Bo. Robb Stanbcr Isn't the Minnesota Twins next superstar. But recently he hae become the most
heralded athlete In Minneapolis. Staaber Is Golden Gopher goalie who's got everyone cached abosit
Minnesota'! chances In the If CAA tournament.
The sophomore netmlnder started In every Gopher game, leading them to a 32-8 mark. The
Hobcy Baker finalist posted ■ 2.67 GAA en route to being named to the ail-WCHA team. Stanbcr,
nicknamed the Stopper, did s magnificent job filling In for John Bine, one of five Gophers who
played for Team USA.
. The Gophers, who won the WCHA regular season title, are drawing over 6,000 fans per game.
The team has fared much better than the city's HHL franchise, which owns Use league's worst record.
The lowly Minnesota Worth Stars (16-42-9) are taking In more "boos" than Viking quarterback
Tommy Krammer. Thns, Its easy to sec why the Gophers, who are all Minnesota natives, are the
hottest ticket In town.
While Stanbcr has led the charge, he's gotten plenty of help. Much of this support has coma from
anderclassmcn inch as sophomore winger Pete Hanklnson (25-19-44) and freshman Grant BIschoff (14-22-36). The defensive-oriented team has Jelled despite the loea of Dave Snuggerud and
Tom Chorake, who also participated la the Olympics.
Coach Dong Woog also daservaa a lot of credit. He has molded a team which should have been la
transition Into a bonaflde contender. Of course. the Gophers are no stranger to Use NCAA tourney
soccess. They have won three national championships, the last coming In 1979.

*3

WISCONSIN

LAKE SUPERIOR

When driving north. Iht Iowa of Sii.ll Sle Mute. Mich.. Jut mmi lo pop op otil of nowkcr]
Moch the UH cu bo told for tome of the key player» on thli year s Lake Superior hockey loam.
The Lakers' unexpected riM to prominence has been triggered by u Influx of under
who have caught msny off gaard. Picked fourth la most prereasoa polli. Lake Superior (29-!
woo the CCHA regular-season tttle and finished second to BC In the league's tournament
Lakers strong showing earned them a flrst-ronnd ICAA bye.
Tkty will play the winner of the Bori he aste rn- M e rrl mac k series.
Superior was among the hottest teams in the nation daring the second half of the season. '.
Lakers weal 18-3-3 In their final 24 games.
Mentor Frank Anialone, CCHA Coach of the Tear, led the Lakers to their first leagae title sln|
1973-74. Be did It with solid defense, great goallendlng and a red-hot scorer.
Prior to the CCHA tourney. the Lakers held their opponents under three goals In 14 of the last 1
games. Much of the credit goes to the freshman goalie Brace Hoffort, voted the CCHA't lop netmaj
der HofTort (19-2-3, 2.S3 GAA) spent the last three years playing Junior hockey for the Melvlj
Millionaires. Junior forward Mark Vcrmette may be a future millionaire If be can repeat this yea
performance Entering last week's action, the CCHA player of the year led the nation with 42 got]
la 40 games. Last year, ha tallied Juit 19 goals. Pete Staaber, brother of Minnesota goalie Ro|
Staaber, added 24 goals and 2* assist. Right winger Mike do Carle contributed 57 points

BOWLING GREEN

Some sports teams seem perfectly salted for their surroundings For Instance, the fast-paced Los
Angeles Lakers are Ideal for the Jet-set town they represent. However, there an those taaass which
are more a paradox than a parallel
Take the Wisconsin Badger hockey team for example. The Badgers coma at yon with that "I Can't
Drive 55" tempo. This in a stste where speed Is not measured In MPH, but CMPH • that's Cows Milked Per Hour
And yet these more traditional folk have taken a fond liking to their hockey team's wild style of
play. America's Dairy land la absuu with anticipation of a possible national championship
The Badgers compiled a 26-12-1 regular-eeason mark thanks to a biasing transition game which
victimised many an opponent. This year's squad is reputed to be among the fastest In the nation.
The Badgers arc paced by Junior left winger Pan! Ranbetm. who tallied 31 goals In 36 games Right
winger Steve Tattle (25-34-59) can be equally aa dsngcrou. Adding to the list of road runners to
defenscman Paul Stan ton, who can race through the neutral zone with the best of them.
The Badgers' chances have bean bolstered by the emergence of goaltendcr Dean Anderson. Last
season, Anderson, a free-spirit of sorts, ran Into off-Ice difficulties which limited his playing time.
Bat anyone who Hats Hulk Hogan as his favorite athlete can't be all that bad. Anderson (26-12-1,
3.31 GAA) was snpnrb In Wisconsin's 3-2 win over Minnesota In the WCHA Championship.
All of this excellence has recalled In big crowds. In fact, the Badgers lead the nation In attendance, averaging over 8,000 per game. The Wisconsin fans are among the moot exuberant In country The team, making Its first RXCA tonmey appearance since 1983, will hoot Lowell In the opentag roaad.

The defensive flaws have been polished, the goalteader'a critics swept under the rag. And evl
the sfceltons of past Joe Loeris Arena failures have been cleared from the closet
This weekend, the Bowling Green hockey team rolls oat the welcome mat, believing H finally 1
Ha entire hanae In order.
All phases of the Falcons' game appear strong as they prepare to host Vermont In the i
round of the NCAA tournament If BG(28-11-2) prevails lathe two-game series. H will travel e|
to number-one seeded Maine.
In December, few expected BG lo advance this far. The team waa 6-8-1 and plagued with lnc|
stotcnclcs. The defense and goaltendlag ware both suspect
However, the Falcons have tamed things around letmlnder Paal ConneU has lowered his go]
against average from 5.24 (after 16 games) to 4.16. Last weekend, the goaltender was voted Ml
of the CCHA Tournament Connel played a pivotal role In Falcons' tremendous stretch run whl
saw them win 2 3 of the last 24 games
Their biggest accompliahmenl. though, waa ending the Joe Louis Jinx. BG, which peran
•tmggled In JLA, Anally managed lo win the CCHA Toarnament In that building The Falcons cs]
chad the title with a 5-3 win over Lake Superior
The one consistent thread which has run through the entire season has been offeure
Baker finalist lelsofl Emerson led the high-scoring attack with 33 goals and 46 assists. Dlmlnutl
canter Greg Parka tallied 71 points. Including 28 goals. Parks notched four goals In the CC|
Toarnament Another clutch performer last weekend was Don Barber (18-45-63), who was I
to the all-tourney team.

MICHIGAN STATE

MERRIMACK

It,

Before the season started, the experts had the Spartans la the the CCHA a driver's seat. Many figured It to be a smooth ride for MSU on the Road to the Joe." Bert each was aot the case The Spartans spent reach of the stretch ran looking In the rear-view mirror, ae Lake Superior and BG passed
them ht. Michigan tease dropped foar of their last six ragalar-seasee tilts before losing la tha Fal
coas. 6-4. at Joe Louis Arena In the CCHA semis
■ow. the team which seems stack la reverse Is peering over Us shoulder again as the Snsrtaas
prepare lo back into an BCCA playoff spot. The preseason favorites went 9-9 la their last it
games and failed to advance to the CCHA championship game at "The Joe" far the first time ha six
Tears. Forget the genres of ceach Boo Mason, the Spartans need she help of Perrr Mason lo solve
the mystery behind the pwaastng decline. Some believe the earlysissss sspsnswesi ware too high.
Though talented, the team la still young, featuring Just one senior forward He Is Kevin Millar, who
recently rcturacd from playing for Team DSA In the Olympics.
MSU's offense Is an shared by 40-goal scorer Bobby IsynoUs and Baatee Cole (lt-32-51) Despite two solid braettnere (Sean Clement and Tom Tllley). the defensive corp has bees suspect The
Spartans however, are strong la goal with secoed-team CCHA aetralader. Jason Muiiattl (184,
3.24 CAJL).
Although they are reeling from their recent slump, don't overlook the Spartans In the toarnament They have reached the BCAA Final Foar la throe of the last four eeaaone MSU won UH
champioashlp two years ago and finished as ronners-up to Borth Dakota last season.

i

12-TEAM

Many say tiny Merrlmack Collage doasa't have a prayer hi the BCAA tournament. Bat I
how It Is a Catholic school, the Warriors should hsve thst department covered
Thus, the local priests may work oveillasa to bring hoose a winner As for the hockey team. I
ealikely the Warriors srlll see say overtime Thai's because they II probably ha routed by the I
ond period.
Tha school, located In Borth Aadover. Mass , aasee the tournament aa the Independent rcpl
sentatlve This Is the Meat year the ICAA granted aa autossatlc bid to an indspsndsnl team V yof
" never heard of Merrlmack Collage — whose total enrollsaanl cowld easily (It In the BG Ice I
-don't feel bad
The Merrlmack hockey squad Is equivalent to one of those obscure college basketball I
which started qualifying for the BCAA s altar tha field Jamped from 48 to 64 tsaaas This rear j
hockey tournament expanded from eight to 12 teams
TWWsjrtorsiasa|UidaechoslkistS2-4ssarh Ma«yofthsliwaii,thaaq|fccm
such as St. Aaselm, Colby, aad Babeoa - schools who coaldal qualify for tha HCAAa eves If ^
sWId was expeeaaeel to M.
The Warriors biggest problem will be depth Their first line, led by senior Jim Vssey (38-53-9
Is strong Bat after It, the talent tapers badly Merrlmack does boast s taleated goalie, Jim I
who posted a 2.22 GAA while recording roar shutouts
However, Hrtvnak aad the rest of lbs Wsriors will probably ha overmatched agalast the I
Maine, Mlaaesota or Bawling Green

CAA FIELD

East

MAINE
Bolstered by two Hobey ■<*«' flnaliste, the Malm Black Bun have «n eacellent iM .1 winning
this year's BCAA title
Th« Black Baan rollad la a 29-6-7 mark behind caaUra David Capuano aad Mlka Golden Ca
pnano, oni of three brothers on the team, (allied 25 goala and 34 assists In Ja.t 26 games Goldan
nolched 13 goals aad 28 assists Maine li lh« only team with two Hobey Baker candidates
Both played a major role la turning the program aronnd last aaaaoa. After as 11*28-1 campaign
la 1985 86, Ike Baara Improved lo 24-16-2 laat year along with Bowling Green. Maine li one of
free NCAA qeallflers which made the toarney last aaaaoa aa wall.
Thoagh BG and Maine did no) meat In I ait year's poal-aaaaon play, they did claah In a toarnameat
earlier the year In December, the Falcone traveled lo Maine and apaet the then top-ranked Baara,
6-5, la the finale of the Dealer Shoe Classic. BG hopes It can log another toarnament win against
Maine nail weak, however, lo do so the Falcons mast gal by Vermont this weekend
Meanwhile, the Baara, which won the Hockey Baal regnlar-season title, draw a bye In the first
roaad. Haad coach Shawn Walsh who played and coached at BG, woald probably love another
•hot at his alma mater.
If the Basra hope lo advance any forthnr, they will need the contlnned support of goalie Scott
King. King posted the bast goala against average In Hockey East with a 2.97 mark.
The Baara an anchored on defense by Capuano s older brother. Jack, who la a fine two-way
hockey player The Baan sport several other atandoats. lacladlag Mlka McHagh (21-21-42) and

■■ill 1.111(11 IT II)

NORTHEASTERN
leaped Brace WIUls and Aretes Franklin sing about It. the Bonne astern hockey tesm Is looking

ft* at
The Haskles, who reside la Boston, have played In the tall shadows of the Bruins aad Bostoa
University (a raceat yuan. Hack, evea their name discredit, them aTortheartern, H'a manly a compass locstlon But TO Is now heading la the right direction
The Haskles have been la the back,roaad of Bootes hockey - and the world of college hockey
for thai matter — for five seasons. Since the 1981-82 season, when they posted a 25-9-2 ncord,
woa the ECAC championship, aad mads s trip to lbs HCAA toarnamanl, TO has tossed aad tamed
la collage hockey's basin of mediocrity, posting a 75-884 ncord.
Bat hold everything, the Haskles an 18-12-4 la 1987-68 and are seeded for their HCAA Tournament first roaad clash vrith Msrrlmack.
Haad coach Fern Flaman, la his 18th year aa skipper of the Huskies, fields s teem that displays a
solid combtaatlon of offense and defense
Caster Kevla Heffernan aad winger Dave O'Brien rank among Iks top of Hockey Bsst final-scoring leaden. Heffernan finished with 17 goala and 22 assists for 39 points finishing In sixth-place
after regular season play, while O Brian (12-24-36) ranked seventk
The Haskles franchise' player Is last year's All-Amerlcan goalie selection. Braes Racine Raclse, who Is B Hobey Baker finalist and a Pittsburgh Pcnqalns draftee, ended the aaaaoa aa the aecoad-raaksd goalie la the Hockey East behind Scot! King of Maine He pssssssss s 3.84 GAA

VERMONT

0

ST. LAWRENCE

#4

HARVARD

Saint Lawrence seems lo dwell on repetition
Far Marten, their nickname la Use Saints Secondly, the team la on Ha way to the BCAAs for the
second-consecutive year. Add lo that, the Una featuring two Lappln'e — Fata and Tim — and the
Saints' story bacomes a bit redundant.
Although the Use Lappln brothers an both seniors, they are not Identical twins. However, they
an Identically Important for the success of 27-7 Saints Fata, a Hobey Baker finalist, leads SLO
with 11 goala and 30 aaalau for 41 points Ha has led SLU In scoring since Ilia 1985-66 campaign
and ranka seventh on the Saints' career goal Hal.
Brother Tim has compiled some Impressive statistics (16-17-33) and now has baan among the
top three Saints' scorers In thne-conaecattve seasons.
Canter Jamie Baker — no relation lo Hobey — gives the Saints steady support He has collected
37 points on the season, declaring him SLU's "sniper for power play and man down situations
The Saints gat solid goallcndlng oat of Paul Cohan and Las Kantar. Cohan boasts a 3.10 goals
against sverage and a 14-4 record this season Kumar's 3.31 CAA and 6-1 ncord an equally Impressive Dan Stephano and Mlka Mndd have also seen action In the nets for goalie loaded SLU.
As a member of the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference, the Saints battle with college hockey
powerhouses Harvard. Cornell, and X.F.I year In sad year oat
Iroalcally, SLU and Bowling Green have some Interesting connections Brad McKaa, brother of
former Falcon Brian Mckee. skated for (he Saints and Is now a member of SLD's radio broadcast
team.
Michigan State hand coach ton Mason, a former BG haad coach and Western Michigan haad
coach Bad Wilkinson, a former BG assistant, both played at SLU

attoeuag Harvard, trsdttlos snd edacatloaal esccllesce Immediately coasa to mind.
Whan you attach las word athletics behind the word Harvard, yon think of secondary — aa la
education flnt/athletics second — In the true scase of the meaning.
Hockey at HO doss Indeed fit the mold of academics first/athletics aacoad, bat the Crimson
hockey program of recent yean does not take a backssst to anybody In the world of college hockey.
HO has complied a 74-23-3 ncord In the past three seasons. Including three BCAA Toarnamanl
appearances. Throw in a 21-9 ncord this season, another HCAA Toarnament appearance, and the
Crimson hockey program seems to be building some tradition and excellence of Ha own.
Jasl last season, HO ontscond the Falcons. 10-1, la the HCAA Toarnament'. flrst-roond. totalgoals series Hot only has the program displayed an Impressive ncord In the last three seasons. H
has turned oat some pretty decani players la the [Ikes of 1988 Olympians Scott Fusco, Lane HacDoaald. aad Allen Bourbeau
The Crimson display a potent scoring attack In Stave Armstrong (13-13-26), Peter Clavaglla
(7-19-26) aad Don Sweeney (6-19-25) The Crimson aa* only light It up on the scoreboard, bat can
play a little bit of defense also.
HO U succaaaful 87.6 percent on the year In penalty killing, aad displays s solid goalkeeplng
tendem In Mike Fr.ncl. end John DevlnDevln. who possesses a 2 67 GAA. has «en most of the action lately, while Franc 1. (2.37 GAA) fills In.

*6

LOWELL
*

It's baen a while .lace a group from Vermont has gained pohlklry far pounding appaaeala.
The .tale, which bsaeta no pro sports franchises, hat bean .lamping of late, la fact, Vermont
hasa't had a feared team since before the War - IBS Revolutionary War thai is. la tboee days, Ethan
AUea and sis band afkell-ralsera.tfceGraaaMouatala Boys, routed every foe lo sight.
Since than, dlughaut
Bat after 200 years aa* fatilky, Vermont sacs agala has s aeHeaally-recogatlsd team - the Dal
verstty's bocaoy dab.
Vat seel (21 -9- 3) qualified for the BCAA teumey for the flnt tame la their klstery II will Irsvel
to Bowling Grssn this weekend to face the Falcons Is the apaarng roaad. The Cstamsants, who bT
nothing alee aasa Iks tourney s bast nlrkaams, an 2-7 against BG la a series dating back to 1977.
The team's eesccasi kaa the stars la a tlxxy All home games wan played before capacity crowda.
hundreds braved WIow-e.ro tamperaturea Is stead la Baa overalgkt Far a receat Catamaanl
coateet
aSBsaaaBBwaeaasaaaeaaw
comes from the first Baa. Ceater Kyle McDonough leasts the team artta 40 potato light winger
Toby Duce-Im paces the eauad with 20 goals, 11 on Ike power play
The defaaae Is anchored by freshman Stephaae Vense (9-12-23) and Marc Lebreus (5-26-31)
The Cats an alaa gattlag atrong goaltendlng from rookie Mike Mtllkam (11-5-1. 2.72 GAA)
Bat amiss posttsg a etroag ncord, Vermont eaters this weekead's aariaa oa a down note. St. Lawareace defeaUd the Cats, 4-2, la fas ECAC sswtfiaala before Harvard smoked tkam 7-1 la Ike console tlon game.

The cover of the University of Lowells 1987-88 hockey media guide, pictures IBS team's tricaptslns ha front of oae of the "famous canals of Lowell ■attoaal Historical Park
Ta best dsscrfbe OL'e program In aha '80a, thoagh, ons might hsve placed the three captalas Is
frost of the Beast. Kings Island's world-famous roller-coaster rids.
The Chief, barn indeed bad their highs aad lows la lbs test eight years They wan on top of collage hockey la the early '80s. posting a 87-11 mark from 1980-82. However, that succe.s went
dawaklBaa tha Chiefs posted a 41-70-7 mark from 1983-86
But last year saw OX climb back uphill when they posted a 22-12-2 ncord aad wan ranked
among IBs top of Drvlston I team, all aaaaoa. Thla aaaaoa they have coatlaaed their apawlng by
poettng a 19-16-1 record and earning a trip loth. BCAA Tournament
Beetled aa aha banks of law England t Mcrrimack River, 01 Is a member of the promisee!
Hockey Bast Conference Malae aad Borhta.aM.rn Join tha Chiefs la repreeenMag the Hacker East
la tkb year's rand to Lake Placid
01 displays a pair of fin. coalers ka Joa Morria and William Dohaney Morris .aded the season
ameag lbs lop scorers In tha Hockey Bast with nlae goals aad 26 assists for 15 paints Dohaney
provides a combination of flnaaa aad aggressiveness for the Cktefs. He Is among aha lop 15 on she
all-time goal-ecsring list 'or the Chiefs, sad Is Is the lop 10 for career penalty misuses
Cnsllisdhag Is tha f beefs' etroag point Sealor satmlader David Delflao was s second-team AU.
Hockey Bast sslacnoa last yesr sad poiniees s 4.22 goals against average — fourth beat la Hockey
Baa, this HaSia
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Lake Placid Remembered
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1983-84 Falcons never quit en route to NCAA Title
by Don Hcnsley
Kane over to Cavalllnl. Cavalllnl
shoots... HE SCORES!!!
These words were spoken Into
microphones on the eve of March
24, 1984. and still live freshly In
the hearts of all Bowling Green
hockey faithfuls. On that night In
Lake Placid. New York the BG leers
won their first and only national
championship. For many BG fans
this was truly the "miracle on Ice."
That wondrous Journey to Lake
Placid began with the Falcons
starting the season with a 20-1 record, including back-to-back victories over then top- ranked Ohio
State.
BG rode this success and a
31-4-2 record Into the CCHA tournament. The highly touted Falcons
were met by a Lake Superior squad
looking to drop the mighty men of
BG. The Lakers gave quite a first
round challenge, but BG won on
total goals. 13-10.
With the victory the leers went
Into the CCHA Final Four to face
Western Michigan, losers In three

of four games against the Falcons
during the regular season, stunned
BG <4-3 In double overtime. The
shocked BG squad followed with a
3-2 loss to Ohio State in the consolation game the next night.
Three losses In their last four
games ended the Falcons regular
season at 32-7-2 record. With
arch-rival Michigan State winning
the tournament, BG could only sit
back and wait to see If It was given
an expected at-large bid.
A bid was not, however, automatic. The previous season saw BG
finish a respectable 28-8-4, but the
Falcons were turned down by the
selection committee.
The '84 season was a different
story, though, and the Falcons
were awarded a bid and trip to the
East region to face Boston University In a two-game, total-goals
series.
BG's Journey didn't end losing
ways as the Falcon leers dropped
their first game to the Terriers, 6-3.
Because of the total-goals series,
BG found its back to the wall early.
But freshmen goaltender Gary
Kruzlch began making a post-

season name for himself In the
next contest.
The freshman netmlnder took
control of the second game, shutting down the Boston attack. At the
end of regulation, the score was
4-1, meaning the two teams would
battle In sudden death.
The game ended when senior cocaptaln Mike Plkul's shot from the
point beat All-America goalie
Cleon Daskalakls. sending the Falcons to the semi-finals.
It was In the semis the legend of
Kruzlch began to grow. BG was
paired with arch-rival MSU in the
semi-finals. The leers had great
success with the Spartans
throughout the season, beating
them by scores of 7-4 and 5-3. The
semi-final game would not be as
easy, however.
The Falcons got on the board
first when Jamie Wansborough
scored in the first period. After
MSU tied the contest In the second
period, the scene was set for John
Samanskl to score the game winner
on a tip from Plkul's shot from the
point.
With a 2-1 victory over MSU. BG

was set to face Mlnnesota-Duluth
In the most Important hockey game
in BG history. The game was highlighted by four overtimes In what
became the longest college hockey
game of all-time.
The Falcons were forced to battle
from behind In this championship
game. This was nothing unusual
for BG which had come from behind to win an astounding 16
times throughout the regular
season and the playoffs.
But the leers found themselves
down two goals with only 8:05 left
In the game. Peter Wilson netted a
rebound off a Plkul shot to bring
the Falcons within one. The two
teams then skated for nearly seven
minutes before Samanskl scored
on a turnover In the MlnnesotaDuluth zone, sending the game Into
overtime. With 7:11 left In the
fourth OT Cavallini's goal sent the
BG crowd Into hysteria.
The tournament was highlighted
throughout by outstanding defense
from Dave EUett, Gary Galley, cocaptain Wayne Wilson, and Plkul.
But nowhere was there more a
SM Lake Placid, page 10
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Where are they now?
by DOB Hensley
From Mississauga to Fredericton, members of Bowling Green's 1983-84 NCAA Championship hockey
team have gone their separate ways. Where are they
now:
Perry Braun . . . employed at Toledo Blue Cross and
Blue Shield.
Scott Bylsma . . . stock broker; living In Grand
Rapids. Mich.
Glno Cavalllnl. . . playing for NHL's St. Louis Blues;
has 8 goals, 14 assists and 22 points in 51 games.
Wayne Collins . . . student teaches and coaches In
the Ottawa Hills school system.
Iain Duncan . . . playing for the NHL's Winnipeg
Jets; has 17 goals, 20 assists and 37 points in 51
games.
Dave Ellett. . . playing for the NHL's Winnipeg Jets;
has 13 goals. 44 assists and 57 points in 65 games.
Todd Fllchel . . . playing for the AHL's Moncton
Hawks (Winnipeg); has three goals. 10 assists and 13
points.
Gary Galley . . . playing for the NHL's Washington
Capitals; has three goals, 21 assists and 24 points in
48 games.

Tim Hack . . . employed as CPA far local firm; residing In Bowling Green.
Dan Kane ... residing In Bowling Green.
Gary Kruzlch ... playing for the IHL's Flint Spirits;
Mike Natyshak . . . playing for the AHL's Fredrlcton
Express (Quebec); has five goals, nine assists and 14
points In 40 games.
Dave O'Brien . .. residing In Mississauga, Ontario.
Mike Plkul . . . employed with a hydraulics firm In
British Columbia.
Eddie Powers . . . student teaching In Montreal.
Quebec.
Dave Randerson ... residing In Waterloo, Ontario.
George Roll . . . employed as graduate assistant
coach for the University's hockey team.
John Samanskl... playing hockey In Germany.
Rob Urban . . . working on law degree at Notre
Dame University
Jamie Wansbrough . . . employed by Roadway
Trucking and residing In Mississauga, Ontario.
Peter Wilson . . . employed as stock broker In
Maumee, Ohio.
Wayne Wilson . . . employed as assistant hockey
coach at the University of New Hampshire.

Falcon Facts
Going Into the NCAA Tournament
the Falcons. . . are 21-0 in games
where they have given up four or less
goals. .. arc 7-11-2 In games where
opponents have scored five or more
goals. . . are 14-6-1 at home, while
14-5-1 on the road. . . are 20-4-1 In
games where they hold a first period
lead... have outshot opponents in 33
of 41 games averaging 39.3 shots per
game while opponents average 28.3.
. . have outscored opponents 150-88
In the last 24 games. . . arc 20-5-1 In
games where they scored the first
goal.
Don Barber and Greg Parks
have 18-game scoring streaks on-theIlne notching 14-29-43 and
16-18-34. respectively. . . have
scored at least one power-play goal in
35 games this season. . . have scored
on 40 of 114 power-play chances for
a .350 percentage, while opponents
have scored on 14 of 86 (.162)
power-play opportunities. . . have a
9-4 record In games decided by one
goal and are 3-1-2 In overtime.

Lake Placid

Photo by Bill Brown

Congratulations BGSU
Hockey Team on making
the NCAA Playoffs!
it
Hunhnglon
Banks

Huntington National
Banks of Bowling Green
130 S. Main
1050 N. Main

Continued from page 9
dominating player than BG's goaltender.
Kruzlch played outstanding both
nights, especially In the championship game where he had 32 saves.
But even more amazing was the tournament most-valuable player surrendered only five goals In 157 minutes
of hockey action.
The '84 team was blessed with
such seniors as Tim Hack, Perry
Braun. Dave O'Brien, Mike Plkul,
Nick Bandescu, and the Wilson
brothers. The underclassmen also did
their part In bringing the NCAA title
to Bowling Green.
With the nationals returning to
Lake Placid for the first time since the
BG victory In '84, the '88 Falcons are
hoping there Is still some magic left
on the Ice from that "miracle" night
four years ago.

Good Luck, Falcon leers!
We're proud of
your winning ways!
BG CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

♦

•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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Equipment manager
true Falcon veteran
by Mark Hontebrinker
With four seasons of 30 or more
victories, four Central Collegiate
Hockey Association titles, and four
NCAA Tournament berths — Including a National Championship — the
Bowling Green hockey program has
produced many exciting memories
since Its Initial year as a varsity sport
in 1969.
Many things In the world have
changed In those 19 years and BG's
hockey program Is no exception.
Administrators, coaches, and players
have come and gone during the span.
But equipment manager Don

Photo by Rob Upton

GOOD LUCK BG ICERS
Bill and Debi Bruce

I
I
I
I
I
I

Woods has been there to ride the
highs, weather the storms, and see It
all since the Falcons' Inception.
Although Woods officially became
the hockey equipment manager In
1969. he has worked behind the'
scenes of Falcon sports since 1962.
when he came to BG as an undergraduate. Upon his arrival, he Immediately approached long-time BG
equipment manager, Glen Sharp,
about the possibility of becoming a
student-manager.
Sharp obliged, and Woods served
as a student-manager until receiving
his degree. Looking back on his
Sec Woods, page 12
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BG Insight.
Continued from page 5
this weekend that stands out In all the
players' minds as the turning point of
the season. During that weekend, we
held several team meetings with
different members of the team to try
and decide what had to be done to
turn the boat around.
What finally came out was questionably the major breakthrough of
the season. It was decided there was
going to be no finger pointing but
rather the players were going to look

In the mirror and try to evaluate
themselves alone.
Many players responded to this
self-evaluation. There were many key
players that picked up the tempo following those meetings. It Is fairly
simple to pick out a few players who
have enjoyed great success In the
turnaround.
Paul Connell has come on to become an absolute stalwart In goal. His
hard work allowed him to forget the
early season and step out and lead
our team In the second half. There Is

Woods.
Continued from page 11
association with BG, Woods said Falcon country
has come to grow on him.
"I've been Involved with the program, the University, and the athletic department as an employee for 20 years now," he said. "I guess I bleed
orange and brown."
As his Job as a man behind the scenes, Wood's
duties range from sharpening skates to ordering
and distributing sticks and pads. But the Job entails
more than Just these tasks.
"This Job is people oriented," Woods said. "You
have to keep abreast of what's going on. You have
to relate to the players, coaches and their needs."
During his reign, Woods has been Involved with
his fair share of people, Including three head coaches — Jack Vivian, Ron Mason, and currently

no doubt "Goalie" has been a major
force In the second-half swing.
Don Barber has always been one of
the most talented players In the conference. When an early season knee
injury and some tough luck hampered
the big, strong kid, our team was In
the middle of our slump.
Barber has since come on to perform the offensive heroics that are
expected of him. His performance
since the "mirror meetings" has been
of MVP caliber.
As a team, we are very proud of

Jerry York. Woods said the trio displayed their
share of similarities and differences.
"I've had the luck of serving three quality coaches," he said. "Vivian, Mason, and Jerry all have
different type of personalities, but all had the same
goal. They wanted to do well in out of league games
and win the league (the CCHA)."
While the coaches have been a pleasure to work
under, Woods said the players have been equally
as satisfying to work with.
"Seeing kids come out of here knowing they did
their best and feeling confident in what they're doing Is probably the most satisfying part of the Job,"
Woods said. "Obviously the players that went on to
the NHL are doing well for themselves, but to see
kids like Perry Braun (currently employed at
Toledo Blue Cross and Blue Shield) and Tim Hack (a
certified public accountant) accomplishing some-

what we have accomplished since
early December. In the midst of the
streak, there has been some very satisfying victories.
The win over Maine for the Dexter's Shoe Classic Title. The sweep of
Michigan State, and now the CCHA
Playoff Championship. These are the
rewards for a team that dedicated Itself to turning the season around.
That was accomplished. Now we will
have to wait and see how far that dedication wlU take us In the NCAA
Tournament.

thing they set out to do after college Is great."
When asked to sum up 20 years of working for
the Falcon leers in three words, Woods used the adjectives realistic, fun, and dedicated.
"I'm a realist In that not every year we are going
to be league champs," he said. But the kids and
staff will do everything they can to be the best."
As In almost every Job, to be a successful one
must enjoy his Job, and equipment managing Is no
different according to Woods.
"In a job that is people oriented, you have to be
Interested in what you are doing," he said. "You
have to have fun or you won't do a good Job."
To describe Wood's dedication to his Job, a saying that hangs on the wall above his desk says it all.
"The difference between Involvement and committment is like a ham and eggs breakfast — the
chicken is involved, the pig Is committed."
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GOOD LUCK
JERRY YORK
AND

THE 1987-88 FALCON
HOCKEY TEAM
IN

THE NCAA!
Hockey shirts, hats, pucks, and other BGSU merchandise

*

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Monday - Friday 8am-5pm
Saturday 9am -5 pm
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